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March 8. The Agua Pri-etgarrison is expecting an attack
hourly today from the constitutionalist rebels who failed to move in under cover of night The 250 Huerta
soldiers under General Ojeda continue preparations and declare the.?
will make a stout resistance against
the insurgent state troops.
Refugees arriving here today, mostly women from Nacozari and Montezuma, reported that the rebels num-oe- r
400. welt armed, ammunitioned
and mounted cattlemen. They are
camped in a mountain cap a few
miles south of the threatened border
town.
During the nigtjt the rebel chief
sent a formal demand for the town to
General Ojeda, who disdained to answer. Train service from the south
was annulled today after the arrival
of the refugees, by order of Qeneral
Ojeda, who feared that the rebels
would commandeer a train in which
to move into Agua Prieta as did
"Red" Lopez two years ago ) when the
rebels rode through the town,
and attacking from a point
near the American side.
Douglas and Agua FTleta are separated only by an imaginary line.
The limits of the two border towns
are only a few hundreu yards apart.
The rebel junta here today received the general- plan for the organization of the constitutionalists, who are
backing up the stand of the state officials at Hermosiilo in denouncing
the Huerta national covernment. The
rebels will form In three divisions:
The first division will be in eastern Sonora from Bacadenuilchi to
the American border near the Chihuahua state line, so preventing invasion by federals from th south or
east.
Northern Sonora will be the operating territory of the second division,
with Intentions of taking the ports of
entry along the Arizona border as
well as Cananea, Arlspe, Nacozari, cil
Tlgre and other American mining
centers now occupied by small federal garrisons.
Headquarters of the third corps
will be near fluayamas, the California
gulf port, and north along the Sovtn-erPacific of Mexico and south an
fast into the Ures district on the
Yaqul river.
Arizona Legislature Scared
The alarming situation in Sonora
practically has stopped the work of
the Arizona legislature, at Thoentx.
Many members from border towns are
rushing home to look after their families.
General Ojeda, commander at Agua
Prieta, said today tht he did not expect an attack before morning. It is
expected that the rebels will take
positions under cover of night close
to the town.
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Claim Madero Was Bloodthirsty.
was anMexico City, March
PresProvisional
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ident Huerta is considering the advisability of making public the official correspondence of the closing
days of the Madero administration,
with the object of showing that the
late president made strenuous efforts
sentiment
to incite
tne
republic.
throughout
Among the alleged orders given by
Madero during the hint week of his
rule is one which directs the officers
of the Mexican gunboats lying in the
port of Vera Cruz to "fire Immediately on tln American marines If n
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the United States war vessels, paying
these 46 girls receive $3; 24 get $4;
no ivgard to the expressed purpose
23 earn $3.50
and six receive $3.
TO
A WOULD
of the American naval commanders
TheEe last are errand girls, mostly
merely to protect foreigners."
brought in by their parents who want
The execution of such an order
so they
them to learn the busines
TO A
wou!d have meant the suicide of the
may advance to hicher salaries, he
Mexican naval forces, as a single
said.
shell from the battleship
"If one of your girls lost her virtue
Georgia,
then lying only 300 yards distant,
would it hurt your conscience?" ask
would have been sufficient to destroy
ed O'Hara.
the Mexican gunboats. It is also as"Yes, certainly."
serted that the official files show
it A MEASURE ADOPTED BY THE SO TESTIFIES A CHICAGO RETAIL "Would you hQ'fl yourself respon ACCIDENT AT BALTIMORE YES
deliberation
long
that a few aays before his capture,
sible?"
ER REGARDING UNDERPAID
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would I?
'
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think;
let's,
COAST DEFENSE.
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WOMEN
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case
to the state governors throughout the
Here's a girl brought, in by her par
republic, stating that American maents living at home should I be rerines had landed at Vera Cruz and THE DEFENDANT IS SURPRISED IT
UNMOUNTED
WOULD
WERE
TO
UP
HURT
IS
HIS CONSCIENCE sponsible? I think not. I think the GUNS
M'DQNALD
that this foreign Invasion demanded
parents would be responsible." the loyalty of all Mexican citizens.
Hillman spoke distinctly to the
FALLING STEEL ALSO DAMAGED
THE ACCUSED LAWYER SAYS HE HE WILL NOW HAVE
DOES
NOT
ANOTHER EDWARD HILLMAN
Wished to Dynamite Buildings.
great relief of the spectators, half of
WISH HIS EMPLOYES TO BE
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to
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Madero
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ACQUITTAL
testimony yesterday.
to General Huerta. then commander
The witne-- s said he had never heard
of the federal forces. These orders
of a girl being blacklisted for bad
AN
HOLD
ABOUT
are said to include instructions to MAY DISMISS THE INDICTMENT FEW CHANGES
INCOMES conduct, hut did know of a floorwalk- WILL
ARE
MADE TALKS
INQUIRY
dynamite ail the public and private
er who had suffered that fate for im
buildings between the national pal THE ACTION MAY
admitted that he BOTH THE UNITED STATES AND
NEVER COME THE ACT IS ALMOST THE SAME IS NOT SURE SALESWOMEN CAN morality. Hillman
ace and the arsenal.
was a
man. He started at
GREAT BRITAIN WILL PROBE
AS THAT KNIFED A FEW
LIVE UPON THE WAGES PAID
UP FOR RETRIAL, IT IS ASThree columns of the regular army
work at $2 a week as a cashboy.
THE AFFAIR.
TO
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AGO
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and 2,000 adherents
Pascnal
"Could you live on it?" inquired the
are closing in on Carranza, the
chairman of the commission.
rebel governor of Coahulla, according
Baltimore, March 8. The exploLos Angeles, March 8. The jury
Santa Fe, X. M., March 8. The
Chicago, March 8. The work of the
"Well, my father earned $14 and my
to official dispatches today. A decitrying Clarence S. Harrow on a charge feud between the governor and the Illinois senate vice commission bore $2 helped out. I walked to and from sion of dynamite in Baltimore harbor
sive battle is expected on Sunday of
yesterday which caused the death of
jury bribery stated at .11:35 o'clock legislature must be settled and set- - fiuit today, when a letter was received work.
near Monclova unless Carranza es- that it was unable to
40 or 50 men and the injury of as
to
merchant
of
the
if
E.
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Barett
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from
big
Readiness,
by
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agree and tl(l
capes over the border
J udge Conley discharged tile jury. The to the state government
is to he F. Mandel, president of Mandel Broth- agree with the commission surprised many others, seriously crippled the
The reported arrival of Alfonso last ballot
ers, who was a witness yesterday, and delighted the legislators. For In- coast defenses of the harbor, it was
stood 8 to 4, but whether avoided, is now generally admitted.
Madero at Washington, where it is for
The feeling over the veto of the stating that the had raised the mini- stance, O'Hara asked if it had ever learned today
acquittal or conviction was not
said the details of the former Madero stated.
In many instances the concrete
Darrow's counsel immediately salary hill is acute in both houses mum wage of juveniles to $4. The occurred to him to investigate appliconspiracy were developed, has been announced that he should ask for a and many senators and representa- juveniles are girls between the ages cations for positions to ascertain foundations o the heavy guns ia
called to the attention of the Mexi-catives do not hesitate to charge the of 13 and 15 years who are employed whether the applicant could live on Forts Howard, Armistead and Carroll
cabinet. It is said that the
the salary in prospect. It had never were cracked, while several ot the
Mr. Harrow asked that the time for governor is attempting to usurp the on small errands.
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coroner of Arudel county will embeing
something
be
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Pacific railroad has transferred all
Asked what he thought a girl could panel a jury to begin consideration
hill. That is, to divide the coun- wages they are to receive.
Ford replied that he refered only to Page
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authority to speak for District Attor- different
"I could live on $12 myself; yes, I the serious damage to the collier
to fix the salaries frank witness of the forenoon, who
counties
Dr. Rafael Cepeda,
Judge Conley then of the officers in
of ney Fredericks.
I
on $10,
file respective coun- greeted the proposition of an investi- could squeeze through
Jason, about to be accepted by the
the state of San Luis Potosi, was of- announced that if vthe prosecution dewas cla'ved in behalf of this gator with enthusiasm, and promised think," he added.
ties.
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aster, and at the tame time it is
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the wishes of all the people than
Chairman O'Hara expressed gratifi in Chicago, but it would not leave probable an investigation will be unSan Luis Potosi of 10,000 pesos and for the next calling of the case, March ing
any other scheme that could be de- cation at the attitude of the employ- much for the 'movies' and soda, would dertaken by the interstate commerce
also of disposing of government prop- 24.
it?" observed Senator .Tuul.
vised, since the representatives would ers.
commission, which, has jurisdiction
erty for the purpose of securing
After further parley Judge Conley have to assume the
for
"Xo, I guess you cannot get frivol over the shipment of explosives in
"We asked for their
responsibility
funds for the revolution. The admin- in his own motion fixed March 31 as
their own counties and it is unlikely because we feel that they, as nublie ous on that," laughed Hillman.
American waters.
istration declares that Cepeda is act- the date for a new trial which will
James Simpson of Marshall, Field
that they would go very far wrong in spirited citizens, are as much inter
Bcause most of the crew of tlie"u"e-stroye- d
in
connivance with Carranza.
be the third on charges almost idening
view of the fact that it is but a very ested in corsecting social conditions sr and Company, who declined yestersteamer Alum Chine were
The rebel forces commanded by tical.
few days until they will have to go we are," said O'Hara.
day to disclose the profits of his firm, subjects of Great Britain the Uritisti
Darrow thanked
the court and home
Francisco Pachico, Fabrian Padilla
Much time was consumed with a offered the commission private access consul at Baltimore, Gilbert Frazer,
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and Gregorio Pulido, three Zapata added:
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matter between O'Hara and to the hooks of the company.
in
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also will investigate tfie explosion.
"I'll fight it out; 1 should have
leaders, today threatened to resume
On the other hand, it is claimed John M. Glenn, secretary of the Illi- man also agreed to do the same.
Authorities, however, cay the real
their old tactics because one of their been acquitted on the evidence and
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!EI7 MEXICO INVITES PRESIDENT

TELLS

WHY HE VOTED

TO ATTEND BIG CELEBRATIOr
House Passes Resolution Extending Hospitality of the Eio Grande
Valley and the Entire State to Woodrow Wilson Upon the
Formal Dedication of the Big Irrigation Project, Which Will
Be Completed During 1913, the Year the Opening of the
Panama Canal Will Be Celebrated Works Are Being Built
Fete in El Paso
By Government at a Cost of S9.000.000-- Big

SATURDAY,

MARCH 8, 1913.

salaries provided therein and pointed out the numerous instances where
democrats had
ures raised.
Aside from
house put in a
passing

tried to have the

fig-

the salaries bUl the
good day's work yester-terdain the neighborhood of

30 bills.

"NO"

Among the measures which received
favorable consideration at the hands
of the house were:
House BUI No. 118, by Catron. RegSAYS A SANTA FE NEWSPAPER
HAD CALLED HIM A POLITICulating fees to be charged by notaries
AL MISTAKE

Santa Fe, N. M., March

8.

pubUc.
No. 159, by Young. Making it unThe lawful for foreign insurance companies

Of Islowest

jVI i Hi

n e ry

failure of the county salary bill to to write insurance within the state
Santa Fe, N, M., March 8 That the. Whereas, it is fitting tua'. the gov-Kl- pass over the governor's veto was the except through duly authorized agents
Millinery is, undoubtedly, the most essential portion of the Easter costum- e- without
jjyATlSFACTORY
Grande irrigation project, thejernment of the United States Bhould principal topic of conversation among who should receive the full commisit no suit or dress will furnish that contentment and self satisfaction which is necesary to the Easter
costume.
largest in the world, involving an ex participate in the said celebration the statesmen and near statesmen sion allowed and should not be reto divide commissions with
of upward of $9,000,01)0, because of the successful ouildlng of here last night and this morning.
quired
penditure
What is Satisfactory Millinery? Millinery shaped along the newest style lines trimmed in the most
will
be completed simultaneously the greatest of the Irrigation proWhile the result was expected, outside agents.
fashion, combining style with quality and harmonizing with the rest of the costume.
approved
on
recalled
demowas
AuthorBaca.
the Rio Grande, which is both by the republicans and
No. 162, by Speaker
jects,
with the Panama canal,
Our Spring line of Millinery is of such size and variety as to enable you to select a perfectly satisizing the creating of a fish hatchery.
yesterday by the passage iu the commonly knowu as the "American crats, it was thought that the frier-dNo 127, by. Goodell. Regulating fees
factory hat which will harmonize with your Easter gown and insure that last touch of completeness so
house of a resolution inviting the Nile," which project rivals the great of the bill would be able to muster at
much desired by all.
prsident of the United States to visit English Assouan dam on the Nile riv- least 21 votes, instead of 27 which of witnesses in district courts. Under
are
the
of
act
witnesses
terms
the Rio Grande valley in 1915 and er in Egypt.
in
favor
this
the
of
recorded
were actually
Prices are exceptionally low and qualities the greatest possible for the money. Come in and see
Now, therefore, be it resolved by MIL
to receive $2 per day In their home
participate in the celebration.
beautiful creations and let us show you the
these
sumThe resoltuion, which was adopted the house of representatives of the
Representative Gurule, who, it was counties and $3 per day when
to
legislature of the state of New Mexi- understood, had pledged himself in moned to another county.
by unanimous vote, asks congress
No. 237, by Goodell. Providing for
appropriate a quarter of a million co, the senate concurring therein:
favor of the WU, left the house as
That a vote of thanks and appreci- soon as it was called up for considr-eratio- the appointment of county road boards
dollars, in order that the government
may properly participate in the cele- ation is hereby extended by the state
Those who know Mr. Gurule, by the county commissioners instead
bration. Following is the text of the of New Mexico to the United States who has the honor to be one of the of by the etate highway commission,
Las Vegs Leading OToro
NEW
government and to the officials of representatives from Bernalillo coun as Is now provided by law.
resolution:
LATEST
the reclamation service of the UnitWOOLTEX
No. 215, by Smith. Appropriating
House Joint Resoltuion No. 17.
PRJNTZbSS
try, were not very much surprised at
the vote. $1,000 for the construction of a bridge
(Introduced by Messrs. Moreno, ed States, for their active interest his action in
Garments for
Garments for
In the needs of the state of New Mexmost ardent ad- across the Rio Mimbres in Luna coun
Tucker and Llewellyn.)
Even Mr. Gurule-'VPtnen
Women
With regard to the International ico and for the energy and ability mirers have never yet claimed that ty.
South
1862
Established
SidaHaja.
in
the conception he is a man of any more than orNo. 291, by Nichols. Regulating build
exposition and celebration to be he'id displayed by them
in El Paso, Texas, to commemorate and execution of the work upon the dinary courage or an especially use- ing and loan associations and lim
the building and completion of the said Irrigation project; and
ful member of the legislature.
iting to 12 per cent per annum their
Be it further resolved: That the
the
was
interest on loans; this 12 per cent to
Elephant Butte dam.
to
vote,"
"He was afraid
ment" came last Monday, when vation Army corps. He denied
Whereas, through the efforts of the congress of the United States be and comment of Marcos C. de Baca, who include all fines, premiums and other
today
Schnorr whipped his wife 12 'iashes that he had promised to marry Mrs.
act- It is hereby requested by the state of
of
United
the
States,
bill
will
this
said
that
government
was elected as a pro- charges. It is
MAN
Gurule
Mr.
like
New Mexico to officially ask the rebecause she purchased a few pairs of Peters before getiug- a divorce from
ing by and through the reclamation
unlike Mr. Gurule, go through the senate without oppoin the gressive, but who,
enter-pris- e
of
Mexico
to
without his permission. his first wife. In Tucson, Arizona,
public
participate
stockings
beto
the
irrigation
service,
largest
haB always had the courage of his sition and is almost certain
This punishment was endured as all in 1906, Schnorr married Airs. Petin the United States, namely celebration and exposition to be held
session.
this
come
law
at
convictions.
A HEAVY
prior punishments had been taken. ers, taking over the custody of her
To provide
the Rio Grande project, or as It is Ir, said city of El Paso in the year
Xo. 190, by Campbell.
Rnf the desertion of Mr. Chrisman
Schnorr threatened yesterday to ex- three children. Coming
to Albuotherwie known, the Elephant Butte 1915; and
of
the
elementary
was the real surprise of the evening. for the teaching
That
xA
the
Be
tend the "punishments" to three chil- querque Schnorr engaged for a time
further
resolved,
of
it
110
miles north
in
the
dam, located
vote
pub
of
road
the
before
building
30
minutes
principles
r
New Mexico hereby extends Less than
in Salvation Army worK, later joindren, born to Mrs. Schnorr by a
Paso, Texas, and SO miles north of stale of
was taken, in a caucus of 29 republi lic schools.
to
the
invitation
cordial
husband.
a
t
president
ing the
church.
Las Cruces, N. M., on the Rio Grande,
To
L.
ChrisBaca.
R.
No.
Mr.
provide
254, by
can members of the house,
Refusing to permit Schnorr to For a year he was a local preacher
rein the fertile Rio Grande valley, is to of the United States to visit the Rio
water
the
of
an
for
28,
other
pledged
the
investigation
with,
man, along
be completed during the year 1915; Grande valley in the year 1915, dur himself to vote to carry the salary sources of the state lands and ap EDWARD SCHNORR, PIANO TUN- "punish" these children because of for this organization, preaching ne
said
celebration
of
some trifling offense, Mrs. Schnorr says, in Martineztown, Los Griegos
the
holding
ing
ER, IS ARRESTED FOR AN
and
veto. The propriating $1,500 to carry out the
nnrtirtnn ha In mii nvor fim irovernor's
nml ovnAuKtnn an.l
Rio
such
of
CRIME.
INHUMAN
appealed, first to neighbors, and and m other Mexican villages, under,
virtue
Whereas, by
in the
purpose of the bill.
- -m- bers -- ho parUcipated
them the police became in- the direction of Rev. Thomas
through
Grande project thousands of acres of the formal opening of the said Irr.ga- cus knew that the bill had no chance
durtime
the
second
The house for
and
made
tlon
terested.
His wife taught for a year
of
and
last
reclaimed
Herald
project;
The Albuquerque
land will be
but they deem ing the present session refused to
That the to pass over the veto,
Be it further resolved:
was
Schnorr
last
ac
arrested
the
at
Harwood
school for boys. A
evening
the
contains
following
available for beautiful and' attractive
a
evening
ed it the manly thing to stand by the pass Mr. Moreno's bill making It
and productive orchards and homes; congress of the United States be, and measure which had passed both misdemeanor to defraud landlords count of the arrest of Edward M. by Chief McMillin as the piano tuner year and a half ago, Schnorr gave up
it is hereby, requested to make an
who has vis- was on his way home from a local religion and quit going to church, acand
s
majority and out of rent. Mr. Tully fought the bill Schnorr, a piano tuner,
hun- houses by over
and is church, where he had spent the day cording to his statement today. He
Las
ited
frequently
Whereas, the people of El Paso appropriation in the sum of two
Vegas
smooth
was
a
veto
on the ground that it
which the governor saw fit to
in
dollars
thousand
and
dred
has not taken part in any church
the
of
the tuning pianos.
fifty
the
here:
to
known
many people
people
county, Texas, and
In explaining his vote in the nega- attempt to bring about imprisonment
ana
in
man
down
in
government of the
cell
a
work since that time. Schnorr speaks
the
up
account
shows
Rio Grande valley, in New Mexico, order that the
Pacing
newspaper
said that the San- for debt The genleman pointed out
or a be the city jail today, shunned by nis seven languages fluently, French,
a
are to hold a great irrigation and United States may participate in the tive, Mr. Chrisman
either
to
be
degenerate
owners
and
property
ta Fe New Mexican had called him that landlords
fellow prisoners, Schnorr admittea German, English, Spanish, Holland,
Industrial exposition in El Paso in said celebration; and
have sufficient remedies liever in a fanatical creed:
not
or
already
Whether
mistake.
a
That
resolved:
duly
further
Be
political
it
that he had "punished" his wife, but Dutch, and Sapotecat, an Indian diaM.
tuner,!
tha year 1915, to commemorate tho
piano
Edward
Schnorr,
to pay their
resolu- he was bent on proving the charge against those who refuse
of Albu- that he had never punished her with lect, used in certain states in Old
resident
a
several
for
building and completion of the Ele- authenticated copies of this
years
the
have
rent
and that they always
ancient capital's daily newspaMexico.
phant Butte dam, at which celebra- tion shall be immediately made and of the
querque, is today a prisoner in the out her consent.
from San Juan great American privilege of making
of
the
the
6tate
of
gentleman
the
sent
per
secretary
open
to
last
arrested
"My wife always gave her consent
tion it is planned
officially
by
been
having
jail,
city
In
advance.
had their tenants pay
the punish ONLY "CASCARETS"
tho flood gates of the great irrigation New Mexico to the president of. he failed to state. Mr. Chrisman
of Police McMillin on when I administered
IF CONSTI- The house passed Mr. Chaves' bill, night by Chief
of his
some
from
a
to
received
and
United1
the
telegram
"And whenever
president
said
Schnorr.
ED.
States,
wife
PAT
ment,"
of
a
preferred
project; and
beating,
charge
non
him to vote No. 250, requiring a license from
Whereas, the said Irrigation project of the senate of the United States constituents urging
his wife, Mrs. Teresa Peters I punished her, she always punished
received an residents selling merchandise in the by
had
bill,
lie
of
rephouse
the
the
against
is In a sense an international project, and the speaker of
He will be arraigned to me. Last November, she gave me 75 Gently Clean Your Liver and Constl-pate- d
Schnorr.
state. This bill is aimed at those
lashes for some wrong that I comin this, that the same is being built resentatives of the United States, and other urging him to vote for it, but
Bowels While
morrow.
soli
of
of- persons who make a practice
mitted."
the
You Sleep.
circumstances
The
by the government of the United to Senators Albert B. Fall, Thomas the latter was signed by county
surrounding
and
etc.,
for
groceries,
same ticket citing orders,
States, by virtue of a treaty with B. Catron, Culberson and Morris ficeholders elected on the
Discussing the "punishments," in
arrest of Schnorr are unique in
rea- when they have sufficient orders to
Take a Cascaret tonight and thoran
tha republic of Mexico, which treaty Shepherd, and Congressmen Harvey with Mr. Chrisman and, for this
of
annals
Albuquerque.
ordinary manner "S if talking
the police
with sus- warrant a carload shipment, making
a
in the weather, oughly cleanse your Liver, Stomach
he
about
that
law
is,
of
the
officer
provides, amongst other things, that B. Fergusson, George Curry, and W. son, possibly to be viewed
change
Veteran
deliveries and underselling local merthe eald republic of Mexico shall re- R. Smith, and to the director of the picion.
accustomed tp dealing with every e Schnorr declared that he was sound and Bowels, and you will surely feel
chants. The Mil passed 31 to 9.
made
Union
county
Mr. Toombs of
reclamation service of the United
ceive yearly from the said dam
of crime from petty larcency to of mind, that he had never been in great by morning. You men and wo
The last bill to get through was
an eloquent plea for the bill in a 30
States.
acre freet of water; and
first
degree murder, Chief McMillin an asylum; that he had practiced the men who have headache, coated toncodminute speech which was listened to Mr. Gage's bill to suppress the
Whereas, it is appropriate that the
declared that for once he had punishment process ever since he gue, can't sleep, are bilious, nervous
Wll prevents the today
with the closest attention, but, which ling moth. This
United States should formally signicompletely, staggered by the was a boy in Hamburg, Germany; and upset, bothered with a sick, gas(been
any selling of fruit which is infected with
that he had "punished" a former sy, disordered stomach, or have back.
Schnorr case.
fy to the republic of Mexico that the STOCK SHOW AT FORT WORTH the result showed, did not change
8.
of
was
the
that
gentle- this and several other forms of pest.
votes unless it
Fort Forth Warth, Tex., March
Mrs. Schnorr a ccuses Schnorr of wife, from whom he had obtained a ache and feel all worn out.
project is nearing completion and
Are you keeping your bowels clean
that the United States would wel- The seventeenth annual stock show of man from San Juan,
systematically beating her at inter divorce in El Paso, Texas, in 1905,
PANAMA LINERS
with
Cascarets or merely forcing a
Mexito
Is
now
a
come the participation of the repub- the National Feeders and Breeders' aswho
and
Major Llewellyn also defended the THREE NEV
Old
in
month,
few
a
vals of from
days
living
Xew Orleans, La., March S Three
mar- co, with their three
every few days with salts,
their
of
and
passageway
lic of Mexico in the celebration so as sociation was opened here today with bill and challenged the democrats to
seven
the
children;
years
during
steamships are to be ried life. The beatings were adminis that his "punishment" system is an cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
aforesaid to be held in El Paso, Tex a record breaking list of entries in show where any one of them ever of new
all departments.
fered an amendment to reduce the placed in service between this point tered by Schnorr, Mrs. Schnorr says, idea all his own; that it is not a important.
as; and
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
and Panama, according to a formal by means of the application, of from part of any cult or religion.
announcement made to day by the 12 to 75 lashes with a heavy quirt,
"I believe that if l do something regulate the stomach, remove the
I'nited Fruit company. The tourist a buggy whip, or one of two rawhide wrong, I should be punished," said sour, undigested and fermenting food
travel to the canal is increasing at a whips.
Schnorr, explaining his punishment and foul gases; tan the excess bile
"Both my wives have believed from the liver and carry off the conmania.
any
without
rapid rate. Transportation officials
making
and
Silently
endured the the Bame way. I don't understand stipated waste matter and poison
pi edict that The movement will be- outcry, Mrs. Schnorr
from tho intestines and bowels.
come larger after the canal is opened
periodical affliction of "punishments" why my wife should have me arrestRemember, a Cascaret tonight will
and are preparing to meet the demand for seven years. The final "punish- - ed. She loves me and 1 love her.
A,
for lncreaced
service. The new
Only yesterday morning when I was straighten you out by morning.
box from your druggist means
steamers will cost $l,300,owi each and
leaving the house, she bade me good
healthy bowel action; a clear head
are expected to be ready for service THIS LADY'S
bye affectionately.
"The. last time I punished my wife and cheerfulness for months. Dont
by January 1 next.
was on Tuesday. "I came home from forget the children. Adv.
G00D APPETITE Gallup on
MISMANAGEMENT ALLEGED
Monday. Sales had been
NEW Y. M. C. A. BUILDING
good in Gallup and I got out with the
Trenton, N. ,T., March S. The petiPottselown, Pa., March 8. The cortion for the appointment of a receiv Mrs. Hansen, In a Letter From boys and fell off the water wagon. 1
we make most of our own troubles?
Ever stop to think
was off the wagon
several days nerstone of the new $05,000 home to
er for the Union Bag and Paper cornMobile, Tells How She Gained It
When I came home I needed punish be erected for the Pot tsdown Y. M. C.
pany, a New ,Icrsy corporation capiment. My wife punished mo, at my A., was laid today with Itnerestlng
talized at $7,000,000 and having
wrong living causes more doctor bills
epidemics?
Mobile, Ala. "I suffered for seven
She gave me 12 lashes with
conducted in the presence of a
branches in various parts of the Uni
request.
with womanly trouble," writes
blacksnake.
the
large number of gtiests, including
ted States and Canada, came up for fears,
Hansen
a
in
from
Mra.
of
letter
Wave away the nervous, bilious, fretful days coffee drinking by a
Sigurd
"On Tuesday my wife
recived prominent association workers from
hearing today in the court of chan this city. "I felt weak and always had
mail some stockings many parts of the state.
the
The
to
was
made by a headache and was always
through
eery.
application
to
change
going
several stockholders and is based up the doctor. At last I was operated on, which she had ordered. She ordered
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
on allegations of mismanagement on and felt better, but soon I had the them without my knowledge and 1
I
Hut
LAXATIVE
Take
six
lashes.
BROMO Quinine
the part of the present officers and samw trouble.
gave
her
objected.
Tablets.
to
consented
the
she
directors of the concern.
refund
me
Druggists
asked
to
Cardui.
husband
punishment.
money If It
try
My
Schnorr w'as born iu Hamburg fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigI felt better after the first bottle, and
COTTON MILL CENTURY OLD
Today nature Is on each box. 25c.
now, I have a good appetite and sleep Germany, on March 7, lfc'17.
Fall River, Mass., March 8. The well. I feel fine, and the doctor tells is his birthday, which ho spent in
The American Federation of Labor
A great many coffee drinkers found out the value of Postum by
Troy Cotton and Woolen company of me I am looking better than be ever Jail. He came to America In J 887.
In 1X02 he was married to CaridA has succeeded in organizing 3 CO unions
this city today rounded out 100 years saw me."
in 1912. More will in 1913.
If you are sick and miserable, and Soliz, in Chiapas, Mexico. Three chil- with a total membership of nice thouof actual operation, having been or
of the pains due to dren were born to them. Schnorr di sand, in Porto Ttico.
ganized March s, 1813. It was origin suffer from any
trouble
try Cardui.
womanly
is
This delicious beverage tastes much like mild Java,
vorced his first wife in El Paso in
it
ally a woolen mill, but later took up
Cardui is successful because It is 1905. He and his wife couldn't
Tho I'nited Brotherhood of Carpencotton
the
of
manufacture
the
get
and
harmful,
composed of ingredients that have been
absolutely pure and free from "caffeine,"
ters
a.nd Joiners has instituted (.lasshad
said
Schnorr
She
along,
process of woolen production was
today,
found to act curatively on the womanlya hiph temper, but did not object to es in building construction and f.feef
omitted.
drug in coffee.
ly constitution.
fre- square at Winnipeg, Manit.
For more than fifty years, it has been taking "punishments," which ne
A
in
administered. While
strong niivement for amalgama used by women of all ages, with great quently
Grocers everywhere sell more and more Postum every year.
tion is afoot among the 38 different uccess.
According to a recent repirt of the
Try it. Tour druggist sells It charge of the Mexican department of
in
trade unions in the printing trades in N. B Write In: It
the
Paso
El
Salvation
of friendly
work
in J,on-doArmy
registrar
ChMtt..
tit' Advltmv
r llt'KH
in 1305, Schnorr nmt Mrs, Teresa
m,t.ii Mfiii tntC.O-- Clutian e. "
England. Tim unions have an ar-'rare
there
tri.le.
70')
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them, and wore some air of reeponsibility beyond their years. They were
dressed in brown velvet, with touches of cream about neck and shoulders
They received us with a smile, and
after I had been presented and kissed
hands, according to the etiquette of
the court, Princess Eudoxn said, in
;
perfect English:
"We want to thank you for the interest you are trking in o' r troubles,
and especially in our poor little '
Let us sit down."
Resemble Their Ancestors
Each of the princesses bears the
features of one of tne houses from
which they spring. Princess Eudoxie,
with her high, straight forehead, gsay
eyes and long nose, is quite of the
Bourbon type, while her younger Bister's thin face and features recall the
portraits. The room
where we sat was hung with many
portraits of the Bourmon and Saxe
Coburg families. Princess Eudoxie
Indicated one of a tall woman dressed in a crinoline.
"That is smy grandmother. When
I am old enough I shall dress like
her, just to have my portrait painted,
to see if I really am so like the Princess Clementine."
Princess Nadejda, who seemed very
shy, only spoke when her sister or
Mile. Fairholz appealed directly to
her. It was Princess Eudoxie who
carried on the conversation
"When we are here in Sofia," she
said, "we motor out to Vrania, where
the King has beautiful gardens. But
we like best to stay in Euxonigrad,
on the Black Sea, where we can ride
a much as we like and walk and
enjoy the gardens. We often ride
around Sofia in the spring. We go
into the mountains and visit the nun
nery of St. George at Kremikoff. It
is very interesting, and the country
around is beautiful."
"Yes." said Mile, de Fairholz, "and
I always get most awfully nervous
about the princesses. They ride eo
fast, and get ever so far' in front of
me with their escort tuat I am always
afraid.'

this was impossible at first, when all

-
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THEIR
WITH THEIR INITIALS
Sofia, March 8At.the instance of
King Ferdinand of Bulgaria himself,
his two daughters, the Princesses
and Eudoxie, have been telling
me of their experiences during the
war. They have never been to the
front, of course, but they have seen
and talked with many of the wounded soldiers.
The audience was arranged for 6 in
the evening, but the princesses
out in their motor and a small
breakdown caused delay. So, ushered
in by one of the household, I waited
in a small drawing room to the right
'
of the grand staircase.
After a time Mile, de Fairholz, an
Austrian lady, who directs the
household, came in, explained th.e daly, and .chatted until her
charges should be ready for us.
"They are changing their dresses,"
e
she said. "We broke down just
the town and I thought we should
never get off again. They are pleased that they are going to see you
but they are very shy, as they lead
excessively ouiet lives indeed, not at
all like most children, who have companions of their own age. The war
has made a very, very deep impression on them."
Mile, de Fairholz, wbo was sitting
so that she faced the muslin-coveredoors, suddenly stopped talkin. There
was a hush in the muffled footsteps on
the other side. A tall shadow fell on
the muslin from left to right; then
came a faint sound of a working
Na-dej-
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freely again.
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Fairholz breathed apartment, which gave an impression
i
of white and green walls, green car"It was the king," she said in tones pets, and some faint, original perwhich proved that, in this case at fume, and entered another room on
least, familiarity has not bred con- the right, near the royal lift.
tempt. "His majesty's private lift is
In the open doorway stood two little
out there."
girls of 14 and 12, with long chestWe talked commonplace for a few nut hair and a certain air of
dignity
seconds and then the muslin-coverewhich would distinguish them from
doors opened, a lackey saying the other children. I felt that they had
princesses waited for us. Mile, de already grown used to being respectFairholz ushered me through a long fully approached by everybody about
de
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HOW'D YOU LIKE TO GAVE HER SAY: "INTRODUCE ME?"

VOLIAIl FEELS
10 YEARS
YOUNGER
)ince Lydia E. Pinkham'

Vegetable Compound Restored Her Health.

"I

take great
Louisville, Ky.
in writing to inform you of wht.1
lydia tu. Finkham
Com-

0v'

pound has done for
I was weak,
me.
nervous, and cared

for

nothing but

Now I can
sleep.
go ahead with my
work daily and feel
ten years younger
than before I started

taking your mediI will advise
any woman to consult with you before
going to a doctor." Mrs. Inizb Wilcine.

lis, 2229 Bank St, Louisville, Ky.
Another Sufferer Relieved.
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Delia
opera
"Introfor
candidate
popular favor,
duce Jle," a four act comedy, which
is full of fun from beginning to end.
Never does it becime serious until
of the third act,
nearing
which ends strongly dramatic. The
last art, it is claimed, makes the audience laugh almost continuously from
the riHR to the fall ot the curtain.
The moral ol' the play is a particularly strong one, and especially de
inlights the women of the audience
of
the
nn
It.
as
'.','lvcs
example
asmuch
lit of jealousy and rase a marrU'd
man, having affinities gets into when
he sumiects that his faithful rihI
wifn also has a love on lh
side. Hi accusation made at the
as
close of the third net is a
the strongest drama.
The,, story is told In fo.ir acts,
(leorge Nil'.hol fails in writing classics. His wife engages a separate
apartment and writes a miocessl'ul
novel, entitled, 'Susan." A publisher
places the book before the critics uid
it becomes the talk of the dav.
attributes her absence from
home white writing her boi ; to her
womany engagements at the various
men's clubs he thinks she b rouge to.
When the money begins rolling in
from the sale of the book, sh-- i leads
the
him to believe 'she is .tjUW.;
most
a
Mat
Aunt
nh,
money from her
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nows, and NiWiol fa
i,:
wile has another love reside his. He
accuses her and they separate, In
the final act the play is
presented
before an audience
in New York
which goes nild over It. After
am ua ins hiencs the
authoress,
and the dramutmer are
brought together by the actress and f!ie
and it is then that Nichol
leains for the first time that his
own wite was no otlu,r thau :ho famous writer, Francis E
her
Norton,
visitor was the publisher, unit they
me again brought happily
together.
Uuiihter, roni.uiuo and heart Internet are the ingredients that have
I'oeu employed in "introduce Me."
ihosn fnnnli.'ir wth Miss Clarke's
other sucruhhttil plays will be quick
to realise that this play is clean and
wholesome.
Miss Clarne is not a
in the salacious play no matter
how tremendous it may ,be in Its
dramatic effect and appeal.
She believes that people go to the
theater to be entertained and kept in
a happy frame of mind. To this end
she has written "Introduce Mo" and
the opinions of it everywhere are
tne best evidence that Miss Clarke
has succeeded in her purpose.
As number of well known
people ap
pear in the cast of characters with
Miss Clarke, among them being Luel- la Smith, Hattie Neville, Harriett
Kingston, Pauline Woodword P. S.
Whitham, Gordon De Maine, G, S,
Payton, and William Barber.
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MISS DELLA CLARK

IN

"INTRODUCE ME."

woman, who owns Hannah up to say she iu immensely
but two ptgs and one acre.
wealthy, to carry out the plan she
Weatherspoon, the publisher, be- has already started. The publisher
comes acquainted with the authoress' makes an engagement with Mrs, Ni
husband; he makes an engagement chol and Aunt Hannah imagines that
with them, at the same time having something like the love of affinities
meet Edna Somers, the great actress, is between them.
who asks that he dramatize his wife's
The husband meets the actress and
book.
becomes enamored over her and Aunt
In the meantime Aunt
Hannah Hannah sees this. Then the aunt discomes tip from the farm with her covers the wine chest and empties
in rci manners, Mrs. N'ichol puts Aunt if. Intoxicated, she tells all she

ordinary country

crowded

with sold-

PULPIT
-

iers and transports ot various kinds.
"All the wounded are so patient.
M
They never complain of the terrible
"
pain they have to bear. They are
afraid of cholera though, and ' most
ashamed of the idea of having to return home maimed or without hands
or feet They think it the greatest
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
humiliation they could bear. I believe
CONCEPTION Adrian
Rabeyrolle,
is
to
it
because they are not able
work, and our peasants despise idle
First tuas at 7 a. m.; eeeond mass
I
people.
it 10 a. m. Sunday school In English
"Would you like to see our schoolind Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish at
room?" she asked. "But here are a ; : 30
p. m. Rosary and benediction
few interesting portraits."
f the blesaed sacrament at 7:30 p.
She pointed out various portraits
of the Bourbon and
g
Sunday school for English speak- families and a small water coolr of i
lng and Spanish speaking children
Paul I., Czar of Russia, Catherine the
every Sunday at ,1:30 p. m.
son. Then, rising.
Greats
she led the way through a door on
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF
the right.
Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
We were in a lofty, large room,
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun-lawith many windows,
white walls,
excepted. Second mass 8:30,
simple, comfortable furniture, and ermon in
English, hymna rendered
two school desks, with white satin
by the children under the direction
cushions on the wooden seats. There of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
were easels, ior the princesses are at 10:30 a.
m., sermon In Spanish.
good draughtswomen, and flowers From 3 to 4
Sunday school. At 4
ana pictures. A small loom, such as Benediction
of the Blessed Sacrathe Bulgarian peasants use for weav ment At the New
Mexico Hospital
ing their cloth, was in one corner. for the Insane mass
every fourth
The little girls both learn to spin and
Sunday by the pastor.
weave.

Choir Loft

'.ii-

Saxe-Cobur-
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suffered terriRomayor, Texas.
bly with a displacement and bladder
trouble.
I was in misery all the time
I
and could not walk any distance.
"This is a picture of my
FIRST M, E. CHURCH.
thought I never could be cured, but my
marriage to the King
's
Corner Eighth street and National
mother advised me to try Lydia E.
of France," she said. "We are fond avenue.
Rev. E. C. Anderson, pasVegetable Compound and I did.
of
pictures of flowers and birds. We tor.
" I am cured of the displacement and
the bladder trouble is relieved. I think spend much time In this room, and
Sunday school, :46.
the Compound is the finest medicine on do all our lessons here. It is very
Morning worship with sermon at
"
Mrs.
women.
earth for suffering
sunny and bright."
11 o'clock.
Viola Jasper, Romayor, Texas.
In a few moments the interview
Epworth League, 6:15 p. m.
If yon want special advice write to was over and both princesses gave Evening- - worship with sermon at
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (conf- me their hands and then went into 7:30 o'clock.
idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will the room where the oread was baked.
A cordial Invitation is extended to
be opened, read and answered by a
I repeated the princess' remark all who have no other
place of worwoman and held in strict confidence.
Pink-ham-

about the immigrant question in
America to a foreigner who goes to
court, and he said:
"She has often surprised me with
statements nice tnau she reaas a
lot, I believe, and tninks out things
for herself, and is a good deal with
her father, especlalry when they are
in the palace at Euxonigrad, where
etiquette is very much relaxed and
the King has more time to spend
with his daughters. He always talks
to them at the table of things which
can improve their minds But I think
she is the cleverest of the four chil
dren, from the little I have seen of
them. She has the Princess Clemen
tine's turn of mind and a great sense
of justice. I often think what a pity
it is she happens to have been born
a girl."

ship to attend divine services
church.

at this

"Because you are afraau to ride a
spirited horse, you know," remarked
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH.
the princess. "That is why you can
Rev. J. S. Moore, rector, 716 Nanever keep up with us. When we are
tional avenue, East Las Vegas, N. M.
in the country we have great fun
Fifth Sunday, In Lent, Passion SunBut since the war began we are too
day, March 9, 1913.
sad and busy to think of amusements.
Holy Communion, 7:30; Sunday
Many immigrants have come over
school, 9.43; morning prayer and serfrom America, and I s so glad tc
mon, li, Lenten services
(la thei
think they did not forget our counchapel) daily except Monday and
try when she needed them.
Wednesday, 4:15; evening prayer and
"I saw1 some of these men in Her
address, Wednesday, 7:30; missionary
Majesty's military hospital at Philip-popoliaddress, Friday, 4:15.
One always used to tell me
This church Is open daily for prihis troubles. He spoke English just
vate prayer and meditation.
like an American, and the other soldiers used to laugh at his funny Bul
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
garian accent
First Christian church, corner
It is such a shame, Princess," he
Eighth and Main.
would say to me. Here I am, fit for
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.; Comnothing. All the way over from Amer
munion
services 11 a. m.; Christian
PAST.
RECORD OF THE
ica I was sick, and now I am woundEndeavor 7:30 p. m. No evening
ed in the very first battle and the
No Stronger Evidence Can Be Had preaching service.
doctor will not let me go hack to the
In East Las Vegas.
front because my fingers have been
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main
shot off.'
What avenue and Sixth street. Rev. N. B.
Look well to their record.
"I used to comfcrb him as well as
have done many times in years Oreen, Pastor.
I could, telling him that bed was not they
Preaching at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p.
gone by is the best guarantee of fu
such a bad place when cne is ill, as ture
results. Anyone with a bad m. Sunday School at 9; 45 a. m. A.
he really was. But he would not
back; any reader suffering from uri M Young People's meeting at 6:30 p.
change his mind. He was afraid peo nary troubles, Irom kidney ills, m. The public is invited.
ple would laugh at him when he got should find comforting words in the
back to America and heard that he
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
following statement:
had been wounded in his first battle.
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Doug
S. P. Flint, Central House, Grand
Our people who go there work very and
avenue and Tenth street:
las
Ve
Las
East
Douglas avenues,
hard, I believe. But they manage to gas, N. M., says: "I am as firm a beMorning worship and sermon at 11
save a little money and then come liever in the merits of Doan's
Kidney o'clock.
home and buy a little land. They Pills
Bible study and Sunday school ses
today as when I first publicly
work mostly in factories and canning recommended them about seven sion at 9:45 a. m.
places, as they art strong and Amer- years ago. At that time Doan's KidSociety of Christian Endeavor at
icans do not like rough work."
ney Pills were procured at ihe Cen 6:30 p. m.
I was surprised that a child of four- ter Block
The church extends a most hearty
Pharmacy nd they entirely
teen should jvnow this, but my sur- relieved me of backache and other invitation to all people. Strancers
prise increased when she went on symptoms of disordered kidneys and sojourners in the city especially
after a short silence:
The benefit derived has been perma welcomed.
"I have heard that in America the nent."
'
Government Is beginning
to get
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
CHRISTIAN SCIENCt
SOCIETY,
alarmed that the Slavs, and especi- cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, Regular services every Sunday mornally the Bulgarians, always think of N. Y., sole agents for the United ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday evencoming home as soon as thy can, so States.
ing at 8 o'clock In O. R. C. hall.
that America is unable to assimi'ate
Remember the name i.iaan's and
them. I do not thins the Bulgarians take no other. Adv.
SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH
Cor
out there will ever become ouite
ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues,
American, because they have BulgarRer. W, R, Burgess, Pastor
MANY A SUFFERING WOMAN
ian books and papers to read, and
Preaching 11 a. m and 8 p. m., by
Drags herself .ainfiilly through her
their own priests who talk and preach
daily tasks suffering, from backache, the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a. ra :
in the native language."
headache, nervousness, and loss of B. Y. P, TJ,, S p. m. All are welcome
"But you are eo very patriotic.'' sleep, not knowing her Ills are due to attend these serrlcea.
to kidney and bladder troubles. Foley
said the
"Suppose
Kidney Pills give quick relief fior.i
you tell Miss Baskerville ho?.' you
pain and misery, a prompt return o PNEUMONIA
FOLLOWS A COLD
made bread fpr the. soldiers,"
health and strength. No woman who
but never follows the use of Foley's
l
can
to
suffers
overlook
afford
In
Baked
oley!
the Palace,
Honey and Tar
It stops
Princess Nadejda smile;! at her sis Kidney Pills. O. G. Schaefer end the cough, heals Compound.
the sore and tnf am-eRed Cross Drug Co. Adv.
ter and murmured "Oh, yes,' but it
air passages, and strengthens tio
was the elder sister who described
lungs. The genuine is In a yellow
with beehive on cvun.
a
A Cold, L
the baking.
Grippe, Then Pneum.in;? package
substitutes. O. G. Schuofer and
Is too often the fatal soquence. La
When the wsr began all the bak
ihe Red Cross C'rug Co. Adv.
ers were Bent to fight, and we had Grippe coughs hang on, weakenresist-oncand lower the vital
system,
had no bread for the wounded and
R. G. Collins, postmaster,
Est i mated wage increases as a resick in the hospitals. So we made
N. J., says: "1 was troubled sult
of the efforts of the Boot and
bread in the next room." Mile, de with a severe La Grippe cough which
Shoe
Workers' union, approximate
Fairholz indicated a room on the loft. completely exhausted me. Foley's
Tar Compound soon stop- $1,200,000, and decreases
and
Honey
In honra
"We had to have some peasant woped the coughing
entirely. It amounting to many thousands mora
men to show us how the soldiers can't be beaf'O. spoils
G. Schaefer and have
been won.
liked their bread, for the peasants Red Crosa Drug Co. Adv
will not touch food that they are
Tho Interna Uonal r.rot: eii.ood c.f
Children are much more likely to
not used to. They love bread,, and
contract the contagious diseases when Railway Maintenance of Wev
very sweet things, like Turkish de- they have colds.
'
Whooping cough, es plans the ertvfiou or a 1;;"5we
which
ii
light,
got for them in large diphtheria, scarlet fever and coni
ior its permanent head. ;r- quantities. But they are very fond sumption are diseases that, are often ters.
contracted whan the child has a
of cigarettes, too.
That is why all medical au"I think our bread was a success. cold.
thorities say beware of colds. For
Next to
3, i,.,B,;,.n.
We baked dit every day, put our init the quick cure of colds you will find
c! sr'i ,
ials on each loaf and sent it up to nothing better than Chamberlain's the the hospitals. Later on, we were able Cough Remedy, it can always be de
and ig pleasant and t&fe union in c ', ;i;i:-- fcakftrR frnm !,,,. narts W pended vx-to
'
to tike. For eaio by all d- al'irs. Adv. Sociefy of Brilf- w-i-
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fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour
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Entered at the postoffice at East
Uus Vegas. New Mexico, tor transuda-

REGULAR RETAIL VALUE. S1S.OO

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, by Career:
.$ .06
Copy

Pr

De WJ

and tint
We purchased several carloads of this benotlfnl dinner-wortpo purchase enabled the manufacturer to Kive as an exolnslve deslKO
1
We are charging part o( t he cost to ."advertising
low
very
t and ntilprice.
Of the
Af'tliAl
PORt
o
a
aalr
nav
nf
th
uhh la of a beautiful(nn"Cosmo" tiorpontairi
design and cannot be duplicated In
u in aiiy reiau cuioa iwta. it la gnaranteeu uj uuto
uallty lor leas tnan
and ourselves.
(he manufacturer
five
There la a coupon In every sack of LARABEE'8 Floor. Send ns
13.90 In cash, draft, postal or esnresa money order, and we will
ouponsnd
and reend you one of these beautiful aeta by freight. Address coupons
Flour Mills Company,
mittance to The China Department ol the Larabee
Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
lutrhinson, Kansas.
The coupons in LARABEE'S Flour are also (rood for Rogers' Bilverwar
and other valuable premiums Aak lor descriptive circular.

15
SS

Cite Month
On
Tear

0

Dally by Mail
6.00

One Year

EMPRESS,

Btx Months
WEEKLY
One

is

AND
$3.90
CASH

tion through the United States mail
i second class matter.
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Flour that makes Baking a Delight

All Dealers

20e

Year

that

you know, Is

MAN-MILL-

GAMES IN

CLOSE

1.00

fix Months

SNOW.

The snow that fell the larger part
will be a wonderful
of yesterday
benefit to the farmers of the country. A snow at this time of the year
acts as a fertilizer to the soil and
makes plowing easier in the spring,
indications are good this year for a
larger crop than ever befoie and with
this snow the farmers say that this
can be realized.
Several of the mesa farmers who
were in the city today said that the
ground is in good condition this yaar
and with enough rainfall that the
mesa will yield as much as the
Irrigated sections. The use of some
of the methods demonstrated in the
agricultural train that was Dero some
time ago has been inaugurated In
several sections and they are working with success. As soon as the
ground can be plowed a number of
the mesa farmers wl'il try a new fertilizer that they say will increase the
strength of the ioU 50 per cent.
The snow is good also for the cattle and sheep men, as It is an assurance of (plentiful grass early in
the year.

and fell to 91. The close was unnet lower
settled with May
at 91.
'May corn opened the same as last
night to a sixteenth down at 52
and sagged to
to 52
May oats, which started a shade
lower at 34, descended to 33In provisions the weaker tone at
the yards tended to ease the market
First sales varied from 2 a 5 cent
cents advance, with
decline to 7
May at $21.05 for pork; $10.85 for
for ribs.
lard and $10.7
The closing quotations were.
Wheat, May 91; July 89; September 88.
Corn, May 52; July 53; September 54.
Oats, May
July 34; Sep.
tember 34
Pork, May $20.90; July $20.42.
Lard, May $10.80;
July $10.70;
September $10.20.
Ribs, May $10.85; July $10.72;
September $10.62.

Electric Light burns in a sealed glass bulb. It
neither devital?zes the air in the home nor
gives off products of combustion. Electric Light
is, therefore, the most healthful and the cleanest of illuminants. The merest chid can switch
Electric Light on or off without effort arid with-

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, March 8. The stock
market closed weak. In common with
the other greater financial markets
of the world, the home market show
ed weakness today, owing to the

minant.

Children Need Electric light-T-he
Pure Air Illuminant

62.

out danger.

34;

The most satisfactory illuminant for reading or
sewing is Electric Light. By its use the darkest
corners of a house are made brilliant.
Have your house wired now.

Your house can
at a surprisingly low cost and with but
little labor and annoyance. You should have
Electric light it is the most economical illube wired

Call flain 206 and we will tell you how you can

stringent money conditions 'abroad,
pay for the Wiring by monthly installments.
tie mercy or respect for the man who
Mail
Subscrip-'
especially in Berlin. Efforts to ob
for
In
Advance
(Cash
has the misfortune to oppose him in
tain funds here to relieve the p7es- tlons)
l rtUULU
politics. And these men are quite willsure
or
abroad, tending toward a reduc
check
money
entft by draft,
ing at this time and purely as a
&
tion
loanable capital in this marof
not
will
we
otherwise
rf
sent
ardor,
matter of public safety to strip the
furnished
the
ammunition
for
ket,
East Las Vegas
responsible for losa.
New Mexico
governor's office of any power which
LEAGUE
bears, who raided the list shaply.
free on
Specimen
might he used to injure his political
In addition to misgiving over the
opponets.
money market outlook, uneasiness was
Ever since the creation of the
BAPTISTS LOSE TO THE CHRIS- felt over the uncertain status of the
DISCONTINUED AT
ALT. TAPERS
mounted police the charge has been
115
Harriman dissolution plan and the pos- fashion as speculative favorites. Bonds Northern Pacific
TIANS; Y. M. C. A. DEFEATS
THK EXPIRATION OP TIME
was
made that the force
occasionally
were weak.
PRESBYTERIANS.
THE
I541i
suits
of
further
Reading
PAID FOR
government
sibility
i used
This
for political purposes.
(Continued from Page One)
The last sales were:
Southern Pacific
!)9
interests.
corporation
large
against
itharge was made against Governor
Union
ISO1
69
Pacific
of
the
of
stocks
League.
Prices
are guaranteed the crats who voted for the committee Otero; was made
Standing
gave way abruptly. Amalgamated Copper
Mvnrtiiwr
against Governor
Pet. High grade investment issues went Sugar
Won Lost
59
114 ?i United States Steel
iifti!"
nd weekly circulation salary bill in the house and one in
IanHagerman and it was frequently di- Methodists
5
1.000 down in almost the same precipitate Atchison
108
101
United States Steel, pfd
New the senate refused to stand
.n
northern
la
their
rected against Governor Curry and
'nDaper
by
2
.500
Christians
guns when the party lash was applied Mills. It is now being made against
2
.400
Baptists
and they were told that upholding the .McDonald. There is probably no more
2
.400
Y. M. C. A.
TELEPHONES
veto ot the democratic governor was truth in it now than under former
1
.200
Main 2 a matter of
Presbyterians
r SINES!" omcB
administrations. Mounted police have
party policy.
of Indian League.
Malo I
Standing;
'Fvrs DEPARTMENT
on
Next to the salary bill the appro- tieen sent into various counties
Won Lost
Pet
bill is another source of dan election days. This has always arous- Pueblos
priation
3
1.000
SATURDAY, .MARCH 8, 1913.
ger to the state government. The ed resentment and it always will, no Apachea
2
1.000
senate committee on finance has pre- matter on whose behalf the officers Semlnoles
1
.333
pared a bill which was introduced in are sent.
0
.000
Comanches
Both houses of the legislature were
the house yesterday and which is said
0
.000
Navajos
WEEKLY
Y. M. C. A.'S
to have the approval of the majority in session today. The house met this
By far the best basketball of the
SERMONETTE
in the senate. It makes no appropria- morning at 10 o'clock and passed a season was seen in the
Sunday
(Changed Every Saturday)
tion for the support of the mounted number of bills, among them one to School
A
VERY
league games at the Y. M. C.
police, and Governor McDonald, it is punish bigamy and another prohibiting A. last night when the Presbyterians
said, has announced a determination the intermarriage of negroes and and Y. M. C. A. and the Baptists and
Lesson March 9, 1913, .Mil. 10:V. to
retain the mounted police and to whites. The house refused to pass the the Christians faced each other.
2D.
Vs. 12. "And the me said unto
Offered
veto any appropriation bill which does bill requiring electric headlights on
Night 7 to 9
Mondevy
In the preliminaries the Seminoles
Lot, Hast thou any here besides? not
all trains.
for this force.
provide
3
and the Pueblos played a 23 to
. . Bring them out of the place, Under the old
A new county salary bill was introsystem in New Mexgame in favor of the latter, while
for he wiil destroy this place, because
Our best goods placed on sale (or a few hours only. Below we have compiled a
duced
and passed in the senate this the
bill
ico
of
an
failure
the
appropriation
beApaches had the time of their
waxed
the cry of them is
great
measure
is precisely lives
was not a serious matter, as in the atfernoon. The
in beating the Navajos 6 to 3.
very interesting bunch ot s(ap)e articles as well as some of the Season's Newest Novelties
fore Jehovah."
to pass it the same as that vetoed by the gov
a
failed
event
Y.
M.
legislature
C.
The
game
Sun., 2. No Unfair Advantage. Life
the one of the year before ernor last week, the only difference came first and it proved to be a pretIs full of surprises, some ,of them supply bill
in
continued
effect and the amounts being that it increases the salaries of ty game all the fway through. Both
happy ones, some or them most heartIn first and
second
by the previous legislature probate judges
aggregations showed marked imbreaking ones. Sometimes we seem piovided to
is class counties, $200 per annum for the provement in the team work and the
this
But
available.
be
ccntinued
Will be
circumstances
of
a
Goods
in
chain
caught
not the case under the state, govern- former and $100 for the latter. These play was fast and snappy throughout.
beyond our control and borne to the
under the are changes advocated In the house The Y. M. C. A.'s finally won by the
summit of succes. At other times we ment. The appropriation
of
act
the state by the democratic members of the Pe- score of 27 to 17.
session
of
first
the
m. the
midst of
Etar.d heartsick
MONDAY'S DOLLAR STRETCHING
on November 30, cos valley, and for which RepresentaSPECIAL BARGAINS FOR SATURDAY
The Christian-Baptis- t
game brought
wricked hopes. While It is true that legislature expires
a
led
tive
Rogers
fight.
vigorous
if
the
and
to
Its feet and kept them
present legislature
the crowd
no man ran know what a day will next,
LIST
NIGHT FROM 7 TO 9
"to act, on that date there will
there throughout the entire game.
brlM forth, it is also true that every falls
state
offices
$1.50 Women's Rust Proof Corset, No. 232, comes
Many seemed to think that this game
man can know what a deed will bring be no funds to rim the
10 yards Genuine Amoskeag Apron Gingham,
There are
in sizes from 19 to 29 an excellent
was the fastest yet played this year
I
forth. Kuch man can, in a sense, be or the state institutions.
Q
FAST
SEATS
SELLING
full count and fast co'or, best quality f3C3p
to
rule
where
Earle
In
this
a
Christians
few
For
model,
the
the
Monday's
.
m)AXlI
price
exceptions
fortune-tellercity.
know
Wo
lils own
10
.
.
Limit
Yard
made,
instituoffice
or
and
Showalter was the bright
particwhat is going to happen when we go the act creating the
$5.00 Satin Brocaded Waists, just received by
for its support.
FOR THE GREET SHOW ular star. It was his accurate goal
wrong. From the very first time tion specially provides
Dress Ginghams, best makes, such as Toile Du
express, in all sizes, the all popular (P O
won
the
game
that
to
situation
all
the
"
this
of
view
In
throwing
cooltie
Q
finally
your
hookeda
ever
up
"1
you
Nord. Bates, Red Seal and Amoskeag's
material,
18
of
special
score
close
the
team
for his
by
last secret &!n, Sinai has thundered which now confronts the state govern.
for
your choice of any Spring pattern
BE to 16.
Showalter threw 8 out of 11
in the soul. You never buried a seed ment is one which no friend of New "COMEDY OF ERRORS" WILL
MESSALINE SILK PETTICOATS
for
teams
free throws. Both
played
WITNESSED MONDAY NIGHT
of Fin hi your life without the cer- Mexico can view without serious alarm
TOWELS
TURKISH
35c
so
fast
and
was
in
A
all
BY
them,
BIG
CROWD
there
tain knowledge that you would have and the man who can step in and heal
All the new colors brought out for the season in
was the play that the referee threatselected (he breach between the legislative and
to face the crop. When
A splendid good sized towel taken from our refine Messaline Underskirts. A splendid article
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C. B. Hamilton of El Paso is a

PERSONALS
A. R. Furber o.f Albuquerque is 1b
on a short business

the city today
visit

Bert Adams and John McNierney
of Rociada were visitors In the city
today.
E. B. Jones, a well known business
man of El Paso, was a visitor In Las
Vegas today.
Luciano Maes of Gonzales was in
today from hat place on a short
business visit
J. D. Hand drove in from Los Alamos last night and will be a business
visitor In the city for. a few days.
R. E. Dillon, state agent for the
Continental Oil company,
has returned from a short stay at Taos.
Mrs. John Scarry left last night for
.North Dakota where she was called
on account jof the slckmess of her
father.
E. F. Waddel'l, a well known trav-'- .
ing man of St. Joseph, was in the
city today visiting his bus'nesss
friends.
C. Kircher, representative for the
Rice Stlx company of St. Louis, was
in the ctly today visiting his customers.
M. M. McSchooner of Mineral Hill
came In from that place this morning and will be in for a few days on
business.
Superintendent F. L. Myers returned last night from a trip over the
northern part of his division of the
,Santa Fe.
H. A. Conett of Denver will arrive
in the city tomorrow for the purpose
of obtaining laborers. He will take
50 or 75 men.
Alfred Stieumetz left last night for
2s'ew York from which place he will
sail for Europe. Germany is his final destination.
Ernest Spitz of the Charles Ilt'eld
company offices at Albuquerque,
tame in from that place today for a
week-envisit with friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Vasse will
at Rociada where Mr. Vasse is t
Rociada where Mr. Vasse he associated with the Rociada Ranch company.
J. H. Conley, master mechanic lor
the New Mexico division of the Santa Fe Railway company, came In
from his headquarters in Raton iast
ins,'ht on a business visit.
Smith returned last
Mrs. Elsie
night from Chicago where she has
been for some time on a visit. Mrs.
Smith formerly was employed at the
John H. York grocery.
W. B. Mathews, photographer for
the Santa Fe Employes Magazine,
came in last night from Chicago and
spent today snapping the faces and
. forms of the local employes.
Mrs. J. Leahy of Raton, who has
been visiting her sister, Mrs. D. J.
Leahy, returned home today on account of the serious Illness of her
niece, Miss Marie Arnold, of Raton.
Dan Dai'iey, Inspector for the Santa Fe Railway company, with headquarters In Amarlllo, Texas, was in
Las Vegas today on a business visit.
He left this afternoon for Albuquerf

d

as-a-

que,

Virgil Wolfe returned last night
from Springer. Mr. Wolfe is a well
known engineer of the Santa Fe Railway company. He has been in Springer for some time, working in the real
estate business with E. E. Johnson.

51

f

1

itor here today.
T. G. Robb and Roy Uobb of Wat-rou- s
came in this afternoon and will
be visitors in the city tomorrow.
William Schultz of Santa Fe left
this afternoon for that lace. Mr.
Schultz is an. engineer on the Santa
Fe branch.
Mrs. Ed Simpson returned
today
from Watrous where she has been
visiting her sister. Miss Jessie Bell,
a school teacher.
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f0NEY'S ROYS
World's Most Fsvmous
Boy Entertainers
AUSPICES

Y, M. C. A.

OPER.A HOUSE
Friday, March 14
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Mrs. L. H. Gibbons of Denver, who Week After Easter
has been visiting Mrs. Charles Rog Will be a Busy One
But two weeks remain of the, Lent
ers for the past week, returned to
en season and already numerous plans
her home this afternoon.
Mrs. Berry and daughter of Santa are being made for a number of soFe came in from that place this af- cial events which are to be held in
mediately after Easter. The event of
ternoon and will spend the week-engreatest importance and which is alhere visiting Miss Edna Robbins.
G. H. Wood and M. O. Davis, of- ways an enjoyable occasion will be
ficials of the Santa Fe Railway com- the dance given in the armory by the
pany and connected with the air de- Knights of Columbus on the evening
partment, are 1n the city today visit- of Easter Monday. The committee In
charge of this affair is making exing the local shops.
W. P. Matchette, division passen- tensive arrangements and already a
ger and freight agent for the Santa large attendance, which always is necFe Railway company, with headquar- essary to make a danr:e a success, is

Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
Cleofes Romero, Vice President
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary

Board of Directors
Sigmund Nahm, Cleofes Romero, Chas. Danziger. Daniel Cassidy, D L. Batchelor, Clemente
Pdilla, Jose A
Baca. Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris. Geo. E. Morrison, Elmer E. Veeder, Jose Felix
EsquibeL J. E. Brown Bern
hardt Appel, George H. Hunker.
ft
egg"!
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ters at Trinidad, came in

'

from his
headquarters toaay on business.
On train No. tonight J. C. Davidson and party will pass through
Las' Vegas in private car K. C. M.
& O., No. 100, en, route from Los
Angeles to Kansas City. Mr. Davidson is a well known financier of
Kansas City.
"The Naughty Marietta" troupe of

members passed through here today on train No. 1 0 This troupe
played In Albuquerque last night and
will play tonight in Trinidad. The
equipment of the company occupied
a baggage car, while the troupe used
an entire coach.
L. H. Hennls, representative of the
Knox Hat company, with headquarters in New York, was in the city
today visiting his customers. Mr.
Hennls is a member of the Elks and
is pleased to know that the local
lodge has made arrangements witti
the Ben Greet Players to stage one
of their dramatic productions here
next week. He recommends this
company as being a thoroughly first
class organization.
W. S. Doll, formerly In business
here, returned last night from San
Francisco and will reopen his former
place of business now under tae
management of Mrs. L. P. Wright.
Mr. Doll has been in San Francisco
for some time and states that work
has been begun on the exposition
that will be held in tha city in 1915.
Several of the buildings already have
been completed and contracts for
more are now Jn the hands of contractors. ' The place is booming, says
Mr. Doll, and the exposition will be
the best that the world has ever
seen. Mr. Doll took charge of his
old establishment tnis morning.
50
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IBS. MM'ELITA
GONZALES DEAD
OF
ADELAIDO
MOTHER
ZALES, WELL KNOWN CITIZEN, VICTIM OF PNEUMONIA

GON-

After a short Illness with pneumonia Mrs. Manuelita Gonzales died this
morning at 7 o'clock at her home on
the West side. Mrs. Gonzales was
one of the best known native women
In San Miguel county, having resided here during practically all her seventy-odd
years ot life. She was the
widow of Dionicio Gonzales, who died
four years ago" and was one of Las
Vegas' most prominent citizens, having taken a leading part in securing
for the community a title to the Las
Vegas land grant. Mrs. Gonzales is
survived by one son, Adelaido Gonzales, a well known resident. of the
West side. Margarlto Romero,
Romero, Trinidad Romero and
Benlgno Romero are her brothers. A
daughter, Mrs. Martin Delgado, died
some time ago.
The funeral will be hold tomorrow
afternoon from the Church ot Our
Lady of Sorrows. All friends of the
family are Invited to attend.
o

V
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vis-

assured. Tickets for the dance are
now on sale and may be obtained
from aiy member of the council.
Another dance which is to be held
sortly after Easter will be that given
by the members of Company H of the
New Mexico National Guard.
This
dance, which was to have been given
during Easter week, has been
through the courtesy qf Comto the Knights of Columbus
H
pany
and probably will be held during the
second week following Easter.
In addition the above affairs, which
are Bure to attract much public attention, there are several dances being planned by the various dancing
clubs in the city.
iost-pone- d

v
Soresis Club Hears
Papers on "Rome"
On Monday afternoon the Soroeis
club held its regular weekly meeting
with Miss Emma Adlon. The subject
of the afternoon was the "Historic
Places and Personages of the Eternal
City of Rome." Mrs. E. C. Anderson,
who was the leader of the afternoon's
talk, gave many interesting facts regarding ancient Rome and In the
course of her remarks called on several members who read instructive
papers on several of the important
events of the olden times in Rome.
The first paier "The Triumphant
Procession In Rome," was read by
Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts. The sec
ond paper "St. Paul in Rome," was
read by Mrs. Norman' Skinner. The
third paper, read by Mrs. L. Durham,
Maximus" an
was on the "Circus
event of great importance during the
early days in Rome. In connection
with the above paper Mrs. Durham
read a selection from "Quo Vadis,"
about the famous bull fight in that
well known classic. Dr. Alice H. Rice
read an interesting paper on "Eric
the Goth and His Connection with
Roman History," which was followed
by a paper on "Charlemagne and the
Part He Had in the Making of Roman
History," read by Mrs. A. D. Higgins.
All of the papers greatly pleased
the members of the club and their
guests, who were Mrs. Loomis of
Lexington, Mo., Mrs. it. F. Johnson
and Mrs. Grace Reyberg. Miss Adlon

Circles
The coming week, which is the last
but one of the Lenten season of 1913,
iu a social way will be quiet. How
ever, many events of public interest
are to occur during the week. At the
Duncan opera house on every evening
with the exception of Thursday there
will be some form of entertainment.
On Monday evening, under the auspices of the Elks, the Ben Greet players, a well known company of English actors, will present in an original and entertaining way one of Shakespeare's classics "Comedy of Errors."
Tuesday evening the management of
the opera house, Messrs. Duncan and
Prawn e, announce the irst appearance in the opera hous,e of the
vaudeville features of which
much has been published in The Optic
of late. Wednesday evening at S:30
o'clock Messrs. Duncan and Browne
will present Miss Delia Clark in that
humorous play "Introduce Me," at New
York) comedy success which is sure to
please those attending. Friday evening the Roney Boys, brought here
through the efforts of the Y. M. C. A.
will give one of their preasing concerts. This will be in addition to the
regular vaudeville. On Saturday evening the opera house will again stage
the Orpheum vaudeville. The attractions mentioned are all of the highest
class and Las Vegans having this
unusual list of entertainments offered
them for the coming week should find
much to please and amuse them.
V V
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Stmpcst, handiest and easiest
to operate.
Built of Vanadium, the lightest, toughest, strongest steel

known.
Largest per cent tire surface
on the ground per pound.
Greater per cent power per
pound than any other.
First and Afte cost-leaex-

I
(j

pensive.
Given the same care will out- last any other car.
200.000 cars for l9l3 and
yet supply is none too large.

g We will demonstrate even if
not ready to buy now
I

I

you

OVERLAND KCDT.L 59 T
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator

fa

show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

f

are

Phone Main 344.

0. BOURNE
AGENT

Fountain Square
BOX 553

cmi

Las Vegas

Additional Guests
at Round Dozen Club
The members of the Round DIzen
club were entertained thia week by
Mrs. F. L. Myers. In addition to the
members several guests were present
including Mrs. Crockett of Indianapolis and Mrs. Shideler of Chicago, who
are visiting Mrs. C. S. Losey, and Mrs.
Wood of Chicago, who is the guest of
her daughter, Mrs. George A. Fleming.
The usual program was carried out,
the ladies spending the afternoon sewing, after which Mrs. Myers served
dainy refreshments.
4 4 4
On Tuesday evening the employes
of the superintendent's office of the
Santa Fe Railway company held .".n
Informal stag party at the Castaneda
hotel. Those present were J. H. Gib
son, H. M. Kelly, Paul Schoeny, P. A.
Brenigar, E. Erickson, J. C. Wertz and
E. E. Breese.

V

Musical

Program
at Missionary Meeting
On Thursday afternoon the Woman's Home Missionary society of the
I tsl Methodist Episcopal church ticl'l
its regular quarterly neeting at the
"e"';lence of Mrs. fia.ifc H. H. Roio.rta.
Assisting Mrs. Roberts as hostesf.es
were Mrs. Mabel Hall, Mrs. J. O. Gep-harMrs. A. D. Higgins and Miss
Watt, all members of the society. The
meeting was an unusually enjoyable
one, a delightful musical program being the feature of the afternoon's enMiss Ruth Brown rentertainment.
dered several pleasing selections on
the piano and was the accompanist to
several selections sung by the ladies' quartette, consisting of
Mrs.
Mabel Hall, Mrs. John Koogler, Mrs.
H. M. Northrup and Mrs. R. C. Prent,

8 fecliine
A'halen.
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When Shall We Ce.ll?

W.

THE "PEN"
Albuquerque, N. M., March 8.
s
Sheriff Ruperto Jaramlllo of Los
this
passed through Albuquerque
morning with a bunch of Valencia
county prisoners convicted at the recent term of the
district court
Prominent among the prisoners were
Hllarlo Ruiz, convicted of second degree murder, for slaying Transito
Gabaldon, In San Rafael, on November 25 last, end Paul Hubbard, a negro, convicted In the second degree
for shooting Gavino Vlllanueva, In
Belen, on January 26. Ruiz got 99

mm m dun b

ONE PERFORMANCE ONLY
THE SOCIAL EVENT OF THE SEASON

Miss Delia Clarke
In the New York Comedy
Success

INTRODUCED
This engagement will be
the Largest All Star Cast of
Players Ever Seen in Las
Vegas. Same cast as during
Boston and Philadelphia including P. S. Whithan, Gordon De Maine, Edward
Wm. Barbee, Pauline Woodbury, Harriett
Hattie Neville,
Kingston,
Rosalie de Vaux.

a

'I

GO TO

tice.
Miss

Lu-na-

Parnell greatly pleased the
ladies with several well executed violin solos. After the musical program
served delicious refreshments at the
the ladies acting as hostesses assistconiclusion of the afternoon's
pro
ed Mrs. Roberts In the serving of degram.
licious refreshments.
Many of the
4 4
members of the society were pres ent
Bridge Club Meets
and also a number of ladies who were
With Mrs. Clark
the guests of the society.
The Friday Afternoon Bridge club
was entertained this week by Mrs.
School
H'erbert W. Clark. All the members Sunday
Class Plans New Work
i
of the club were present and a pleasOn Thursday evening the members
ant afternoon was spent in playing
of Mrs. J. M. Bentley's Sunday school
bridge.
class of the Christian church met at
the home of Miss Velma Lewis. The
meeting wad a great success, 24 memBaby To
bers of "the class being present A
business meeting was held during the
I.
earlier part of the evening and It was
unanimously voted to give the class
No Longer Do Women Fear The Greatname the title selected being "Who
a
est of All Human Bleuinga.
Do, We Do." After the business se
It Id a oy nnd comfort to know that sion, a musical program, both vocal
was carried out,
those!
pains and other dis- and instrumental,
which was thoroughly enjoyed by all.
tresses that ar nald to precede
may easily he avoided. No woman need Kz the conclusion of the entertainment
fear the slightest discomfort If she will refreshments consisting of Ice cream
and and cake were served. The class,
fortify herself wlt.il the
remedy, "M'other'g Friend."
which is an enterprising one, has de
This Is a most grateful, penetrating exsimilar meetings in the
ternal application that at once softens and cided to hold
makes pliant the abdominal muscles and future.
4 4
ligaments.
They naturally expand without

Special reservations will be made
for theater parties. Seats now on sale

PItlCE $1.50, $1.00, 75c
"Every Woman Should
See This

Play"

years In the penitentiary. Hubbard portance accompanying Sheriff Jara-mill- o
received an indeterminate sentence,
was Ben Wales, who was senyet to be pronounced in its entirety tenced to serve from three to five
by the court. Another prisoner of Im years for assault with intent to kllL

I
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CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

tha

who came in
u. B. 'Underwood,
from Onava this afternoon, states
that the largest acreage ever placed
under irrigation on the J. D. Hand
tract will be farmed this year. During the fall and winter Mr. Hand sold the.
slightest strain, and. thus not only
several tracts to progressive farmers banish all tendency
to nervous, twitching
from other stales. They are all pleas- spells, but there Is an entire freedom from
ed with their purchases and are plan- nausea, discomfort, sleeplessness and dread
ning to put in large croim. Mr. Hand that so often leave their Impress upon the
will farm a big tract,- raising crops babe.
The occasion Is therefore one of unfor his own use. The Hand place
bounded, Joyful anticipation, and too much
is the model Irrigation farm of the
stress can not bo laid upon the remarkable
Las Vegas neighborhood and is one Influence which a mother's happy,
J
of the important producers of agri- disposition has upon the health and fortunes of the generation to come.
cultural products.
-

All trains were on time this week,
including the De Luxe. There were
two sections of train No. 10 today, the
first section being composed mostly
of coaches and the second baggage
nnd express cars.

ii v1 ta T?rmr
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A Busy Week
In Theatrical

Mother's Friend Is recommended only for
the relief and comfort of expectant mothers,
thousands of whom have used and recommend It. You will And it on sale at all drug
y
to the
stores at fl.00 a bottle. Write
ISrndUeld Iiejculator Co., 130 Iamnr Hldg.,
Atlanta, (Ja., for a most Instructive book on
this greatest of all subjects, motherhood.

Automobile

t

Party

Porvenlr
Mrs, Charles A. Spiess was hostess
on Thursday at an automobile party
to that well known mountain resort,
El Porvenlr Ranch. The party, which
Included Mrs. Hallett Raynolds, Mrs.
W. E. Gortner, Mrs. C. S. Losey and
Mrs. Losey's two guests, Mrs. Shideler
of Chicago and Mrs. Crocker of Indianapolis, left Las Vegas In the early morning in the Spiess Cadillao automobile, ariving at El Porvenir In
good time. Dinner was taken at the
ranch. The party returned to town
shortly afterwards, having had an enjoyable trip.
El

J"
D. T.
K S.

J. M. Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,
t.

L, A.

Hoskins, Cashier.
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The tentative schedule prepared for
with the entertainment furnished in
8 and wind up
season
third
Three-its
I
May
the
season
of
thirteenth
,he
the big show.
3. The circuit has been
The American association will start league fixes April 24 for the opening September
since last season
1
changed
slightly
as the closing date,
s
twelfth season April 10. Several and September
clubs in Knoxvim
Is
of
made
and
last
up
from
taken!
left
The
managers
haTe
only
changes In management
Johnson City, MiJ- Cleveland.
j season are
O'Leary of Davenport and Bristol,
i)!ace since the close of last season,
Morristown.
dlesboro
and
new
The
of
Rowland
pilots
Dubuque.
"William Armour, the foremr Toledo j
The Kitty league, whose eleventh
rra-na- te
has become president of the aore Harry Syfert of Bloomlngton;
season
will extend from May 13 to
Milwaukee club, and Harry Clark has Tom Hackett of Qulncy; Frank
- September 1, now has teams in Vin- McCorof
of
Springfield, Barry
nelly
Huzh Duffy as manager
Ind., Clarksville, Tenn., Cairo
the same club. Mike Kelley leaves mlck of Peoria and Connie Walsh of cennes,
Because there you will have a
III., and Paducah.
Harri3bursr.
and
Danville.
chance to succeed. There cliSt. Paul to pilot the Indianapolis
Owens
and
team and is succeeded at St Paul by The New York State league will Henderson, Hopkinsville
mate, soil and water, In conWilliam Friel, the former Columbus open Its eighteenth, season April 30 boro, Ky.
with Intelligent labor,
junction
The Bixth season of the Ohio State
14. Dick Smith
manager. William Hinchman will and close September
wonders. A'falfa, fruits,
work
8
close
and
will
open May
tare charge at Columbus. The hold has succeeded "Buck" Freeman as league
garden truck, poultry, and dai21.
Huntington and
over manager include Cantillon of manager at Scranton and Lou Ritter September
ry products point the way to
be
W. Va., probably will
more than a mere living.
Minneapolis. Carr of Kansas City, takes John Calhonn'3 place at Elmira.- Charleston,
which
to
the
added
circuit,
present
liavrlPn of Louisville and Harizel of j Calhoun w:d manage the Blnghampton team. Bill Clymer is acting man comprises Ironton, Lima, Chillicothe,
COLONIST EXCURSIONS
Ton0
Fred BurchU Mansfield, Portsmouth and Newark.
r.ocon
th
Iniprnat'iecal aeer at Wilkes-BarrTv,a
MARCH 15 to APRIL 15
The Michigan State League will
as manager at
Syracuse,
second-clas- s
league via open April 15 aim close remains
1913.
Then one-waTan-lstart its season May 20, with teams
Eepteniber 21, the schedule ca'.Un? f:r Hank Ramsey at Troy, Jimmy
Las
tickets
from
Vegas
Manistee.
Traverse
Cadillac,
City,
Mike O'Neill at in
games. Harry Smith, former big sett at Albany and
to Los Angeles San Francisco,
and
City.
Boyne
Muskegon
Ludington,
league catcier, sue:evls Joe McCin- Utica.
San Diego and to many other
The eleventh season of the Cen'ral The season will close September 14.
Newark: tvl Yi!- at
as
maanger
riy
York-Nepoints in California will be
New
The
Jersey league
G3orge Stall- league, cnt down from 12 to sis clubs,
l;:im Clymei- sold for $30.00. Corresponding
22 and
season
first
e
will
start
May
its
Septem-t;:i-i23
close
and
open April
inss at TSnlTalo. Joe Kelley will
fare from points on other lines
close September 7. The clubs
as uianaeer at Toronto, Johnber 7. The clubs and managers are: and
in connection with the Santa
John
are:
Middletown,
and
managers
r.anzel at Rochester, Jack Dunn at!' Fort 'Wayne, Jimmy Burke;
Liberal stopover priviFe
Island City, George
Bill Donovan at ProTidence field, Joe Stanley; Dayton, John Nee; Lawlor; Long
Pough-keepsileges.
John
Grim;
I....-'
t MnntrAal and Evansrille. 'Punch" Knoll; Terre Morton; Kingston,
Three fast trains daily from
H. E. aylor; Xewburgh, Tod
and Grand
"Goat"
Anderson,
Haute,
at
City.
Jersey
Schafly
Las
tourist
Vegas
carry
A.
Deisseroth and Paterson, Joseph
The Pacific Coast league, with the Rapids, Ed Smith.
chair cars.
and
free
s'teepers
longest schedule of any league In the The Virginia league will stan its Delaney.
Harvey meals.
The second season of the Border
will start its fourteenth tea-so- eighth season April IT and close SepFor tickets, reservations, in
24
and
end
will
Sepstart May
is league
April 1 and close October 26. tember 13. The only new manager
formation and copy
clubs
14.
includes
The
tember
league
News. The
Harry Wolverton. who piloted the New Paul Davis at Newport
of "San Joaquin Val- in Port Huron, Windsor, Wyandotte,
York Americans last year, returns to old managers are Steve Griion of
Clemons.
Mt.
and
ley" folaer, apply o
of Rcan- Pontiac. Y'psilanti
. u rressiey
iur cost to manage the Sacramento. Kihrmona.
made
Western
The
league,
r
twrn
Thf othf-- managers of the:oV:e. Henry Busch of Petersburg,
D. L. BATCHEL0R, Agent
Charles Shaffer of Norfolk and Lou up of clubs in Walla Walla, Boise,
league are: H"l Howard, San
LAS VEGAS.
Baker
City,
North
Yakima,
Pendelton,
cisco; Vi. H. McCredie, Portland: Castro of Portsmouth.
will
Its
second
La
and
open
Grande,
Texas
the
season
of
The eleventh
"flap'- Hotran. Vernon; Frank Dillon,
season April 22 and close September
Los Angeles, and Carl Jlitze, OaV.lanl league will begin April 10 aud end
7.
Geirge Leidy, manager 8.
The big bell will ring for the open September
.
Several other organizations, among .3
team last year,
San
Antonio
the
of
the:
season
of
ing of the thirteenth
X
or
lirilf
lirvmn
rrnrnsxirni
CanWestern
Cotton
the
them
States,
Is
Southern league on April 10 and the will lead the Austin team. He
mtAiiiu rtutKMiun ur I
Nebraska State
r.al games will be played on Septem-- ; succeeded at San Antonio by George ada, Kansas State,
L'nion
.and
the
-and
Xorthern
leagues
are
The hold-ove- r
7.
pilots
Kid" Hberfeld is the new j Stimson.
.
association, have been a little backj.)-- n?.zr at
Chattanooga, succeeding Cavender of Dallas, Wheeler of
ward in completing their preparations
Smith, who will pilot Ihejmont, Morris of Fort Worth, Maloney
to have everymsnag-jo- f
Galveston, Fillman of Houston and this year, but expect
Atlanta team. The hold-ove- r
the season
to
in
open
shape
thing
Carson
of
Waco.
t rs are llolesworth of Birmingham,
The Wisconsin-Illinoi- s
leagnf. will according to schedule.
MARCH 4 to 27
Frank of New Orleans. Finn of llo-- j
tfJe, Dobs of Montgomery, Scbwartz: start its ninth pennant race on May
of Mem- - 3. The Aurora team has o'cn trait
of Nashville and
to Milwaukee and will play ia
jihis.
For its fourteenth season the We?:- - that city when the American associa-tW.-league has scheduled 163 games, :t;in team is on the road. The
It EDUCEP FA UK
are:
Madison;
Bay,
October
IS
and
Harry
managers
closing
April
opecina
3C3.4-Ft.
The only new name on the man-- ; ' Icbn Malloy, Wausau; Joe Killian,
G.
William
Appleton:
of
From
Crystall,
Las
Oshkosh;
Charles
Is
roster
that
Vegas to Albuquerque
nrerial
X
and Return
.Mullen, former White Sox player, who Robert Lynch, Green Bay; William
A perfect substitute for face powand
Rubser,
George
team.
Fox,
Frank
Racine,
manage the Lincoln
Tickets on sale March 23 to 28
der, a perfect skin food, with mar- X
1 shell
continues as manager at les Koekford.
inclusive.
velous curative properties. Removes
Moines. Jack Holland at St. Joseph,! The North Carolina league, formeriy
black heads, pimples, tan, or any
Final return limit March 29
Jack Hcndrcks at Denver, Charles Carolina association, will open April
Our
the
skin.
condition
of
chapped
3.
Circuit and
For tickets and information about
Arbogast at Omaha, William Holmes, il and close Stepmber
and massage cream cannot be
train service apply to
Charlotte, Burleigh rouge
&t Sioux City, Dale Gear at To?oa audi team managers:
oils.
Winston-Salem,
Charles equalled. No hair growing
Emory;
George Hughes at Wichita.
These goods comply with the pure
t"
"Rabbit
Dovle;
D. L. BATCIIF.LOR, Agent
The New England league, the old Clancy; Greensboro.
food and drug laws.
.J.
Las Yeiras
st of the minors, will open its t wen-- , Durham. James A. Kelley; Asheville,
For sale at Schaefer Drug Co., and
.;.
season April 30 and close 'Tommy Stouch;" Raleigh, Earl MacK.
E. Rosen wald and Son "Plaza."
September 13. Hugh Duffy, former. The sixth season of the Central
30 and end Adv.
league pile:, will manasre the team sociation will begin April
day. Galesburg and Hannibal A
at Portland. Me., which c'ty has. taken
MESSAGE TO RAILROAD MEN
been
have
Tat
dropped and Waterloo and
over the Fall River franchise.
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath, Me.,
CATTLE RAISERS
Managers: ser.ds out this warning to railroaders
Flaherty, the old major leamie pitch-- ! ' Cedar Rapids added.
work
as
conductor
er, is to Iwtd the Lynn team sud Muscatine, Frank Doyle: Ottumwa, everywhere. "My
a chronic inflammation of the
Frank Courtney succeeds Lav Cross Xed Kean: Cedar Rapids, Belden Hi i; caused and
I was miserable and a'i
kidneys
,
Waterloo. Jay Andrews: Monmouth, played out From the
CONVENTION
ts manager at Haverhill. t Tin- hold-day I began
Housh; Kowanee, E. Fennhig-ster- , tkine Foley Kidney Pills I began to
over managers are Durke-.- of Wor-'lVrand I Jn. hette
Picper of lawrence, Cray of ton: Burlington. Dirk Rohn; Keokuk, :egain my strength, neon
t r
twem
row than I have
Iiowell and Connaughton of Now rel-- ' Ceo-s- e Manush.
years." Trv them. O. G. Schaefer
will
'
lesiue
Southern
The
Michigan
ford.
and Red ' Cross Drug Co. Adv.
EL PASO, MARCH 18-2- 0
Tht twelfth season of the North- - own its eichth season May 7 and
7.
Battle
western leatrtte will get tmder way close September
Mauagerv
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
April 15 and continue until eptem- - Creek. F.ihlie McKernan: Bay City is sweeping over the town and young
MetV.vnit" .Hngh Shannon; Adrian, Dnn Jenkins: and old are alike affected. Foley's
lcr 2S. 'iron Man"
Honcv and Tar Compound Is a quick,
the former Ciaut piicbor, saceeeds . Saslnaw, George Holmes, Jackson, safe and
reliable family medicine for
'
"Mike Lynch as manager at Tacoma, Mo" Meyers; Ijinsin.s, Jack Morriscy,
coughs and colds. A. S. Jones, of
Flint, I,ee Pharmacy,
Chico, Calif., says.
Irnch will manager the Victor1 1 team. Kalaniaioo. Charles
"Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
The other managers are T. Raymond. Dan Collins.
Ltvs Vega.s to
1
The eleventh season of the South tins no equal, and recommend it as
Seattle; Harry OsuiioU, Spokane;
no narcotics or other
Nick Williams, Portland, and "Kitty"; Atlantic league will continue from containing
harmful properties. O. G. Schaefer
(April 17 to September 1. The man- and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Ttroshear, Vancouver.
The Eastern association, formerly agers selected are: Percy Wilder,
Tickets on sale March 15,
Che Connecticut league, will begin its j Jacksonville; Joe Herold,
Macon;
Many sufferers from rheumatism
16 and 17, 1913. Final limit
Cfieenth Eeason April '.'3 and close Pery Lipe, Savannah; Harry Kunkel, have been surprised and delighted
with the prompt relief afforded by
7.
Jim
and
Columbus.
The
has
The
association
Fox,
March 30, 1913.
Albany,
September
applying Chamberlain's Limlnent. Not
reten
"in
rheumatism
one case of
ui UCKcis a u 'i
i Nl
quires any internal treatment whatS3 train schedules
ever. Tils liminent is for sale by
all dealers. Adv.
of
I
apply to
Cough Remedy has
Chamberlain
D. I.
won Its preat reputation and exten
Illustrated Catalogue,
If yesu are ts'erts'ed teni hr our 4l6-pagAfe.
sale by Its remarkable cures of
sive
tt.
.ten' 'ft'.y vpn rtj ;f
It can be I
coughs, colds and croup.
Las
Vegas
upon. Try It. Sold by all
Cal.
p O Rx 32b, Station C.. L

Tilt L30BY RESTAURANT AND CAFl

ALLEN'S

:;7Y MINOR LEAGUES ARE

FOOTEAS

READY TO BEGIN THE SEASON

&he OPTIC

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER8

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
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HERMAN

CHAPMAN

COLUMN
FOR

RATES

ADVER-

CLASSIFIED

W. M.,

munication first and
third Thursday In
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Wm. P. Mills.
H. 8 .Van Petten, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

You Will Like

CALIFORNIA
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OPTIC'S

WANTED Girl for general
work. 1102 Eighth street.

i,--

r

Beau-Willia- m

ALBUQUERQUE

;

COLONIAL

!

DAMES

BEMJIIFIEPi

6

I

I

t.

I

PANSFORD

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays
at 7:30 p. m, in Masonic Temple,
M". J. O. Rutletee. Worthy Ma
tron; Mr. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.

house-

For

R&nt

$18.30

Four room furnished
cottage, barn, 7 acres of land. Also
three room cottage. 417 Eighth
street.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Papen home on Elev
enth street, good seven rom housa,
three acres irrigated land, shade
trees, etc., two blocks from car
line. Call at Investment & Agency
Corp.

FOR RENT Four room cottage in
good condition. Inquire 109 Tenth

street.
FOR RENT Modern furnished front
room. Apply Mrs. L. P. Wright,

Sixth street.

509

RENT Modern
Ninth street.

FOR
511

furnished flat.

FOR SALE Modern nine-roohouse,
goo dcondttion, fine location, bar
gain. Inquire M., Optic.

fFor Sate
SALE Household furniture,
Sixth street. Mrs. Fred West
ermau.

FOR

1203

El
Paso and Return

j

!

i

Do You W ant to Reduce the Cost

Living?

rr
Lllj

Mill,

e

Ad-jres-

Anjl,

)'; n.

A

dr.

L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second an
fourth Thursday evening
eael
month at W. 0. W. Hall. VlstUm'
brothers cordially Invited. Dr. B
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. Thornhiii
Secretary.

LOCAL TIME CABO
EAST BOUND
No. 2
No. 4
No. 8
No. 10

9:10
11:05
2:05
1:45

Depart
p. m
p. m

a. m
p, m

9:15
11:05
2:10
2:10

n

p.
p. n
a.
p. m

a

2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery..
Ibt. to 2,000 be., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
50 lbs. to 200 lbs.. Each Delivery
Less than 5d Ibt. Each Delivery

1,000

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

716

St

Seventh

S

any depth desired. Free harrowing.
Virgil II. Campbell,
Mountainalr,
New Mexico.

Foley Kidney Pills will reich your
individual case if you have nny form
of kidney or bladder tro.iblc,
nny
backache, rheumatism, uric acid pois
oning or Irregular and painful kidney
action.
They are strengthening, tonic and curative, and contain no habit
forming drms. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
.

PILLS
CHICHESTER SKKANu.
An yor nier 1. 1 for i,
(
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Ads

Are Best

FOR $1.50 per acre the Rig Four "30"
Gas Tractor will plow your land;

jf

20c per 100 lbs.
25c per 100 I be,
30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 Ibt.
50c per 100 lbs.

Horse, harness and two

Inquire

il7isccI!ancou&

t

HUXMANN

AGUA PURA COMPANY

FOR SALT All household furniture,
piano, piano player and music.
Mustb e sold by April 1. Apply afternoons, 16 Grand avenue.

buggies.

B.

RETAIL PRICES I

FOR SALE Two dressers, two brass
beds complete, two sanitary cots,
two heating stoves, one cook stove,
all in fine condition. 715 Fourth.

FOR SALE

DR. F.

Dentist
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
Dental work of any description
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 moderate prices.
o'clock p. m. VUlting brothers are Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 131
Isaac Appel,
cordially Invited.
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
President; Charles Greonclay, Sec
retary.
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
F.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and he is senior partner of the firm of
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. HalL the City of Toledo, County and State
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem- aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
bers are cordially Invited. Richard the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of CaDevtne, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
me and subscribes
te
before
Sworn
Meets every Monday evening at in my presence, this 6th day of Detheir hall on Sixth street All visit- cember, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
ing brethren cordially Invited to at
Notary Public.
tend.
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interM.
V.
T.
G.;
Elwood,
Lehman,
nally and acts directly upon the
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; blood and mucous surfaces of the
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 73c.
B. P. O.
ELKS Meeta second and
Take Hall's Family Pills for constifourth Tuesday evening of each pation. Adv.
month Elks home on Ninth street
You can say goodbye to constipaand Douglas avenue. Visiting brothtion with a clear conscience If you
ers are cordially Invited, r. D.
Tablets. Many
use Chamberlain
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con- have been
permanently cured by their
don. Secretary.
use. For sale by all dealers. Adv.

FOR SALE Team of good farm
horses, 1,050 pounds. Price is right
Cooley's livery barn.

Wa.-nii-- r;

I

cord)

ally invited. Chml
Chai
LiebachneT,
cellor Command
Keeper of Record

Harry Martin.
and SeaL

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meeta
every first

j

Reduced Fare

Knights ar

a

j

j

ery
Monday er
In
Caatl
nlng
Hall.
Vlaitlmj
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a

j

as-V-
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1
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j

NO. 3, ROY

Regular con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H,
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

.

NO.

KNIGHTS OF
THIAS Meeta

WEST BOUND
No. 1
1:20 p, m..... 1:45 p.
3
WANTED Proprietor for local mer- FRATERNAL
6:10 a. m..... 6:15 a.
BROTHERHOOD
NO. No.
cantile business selling standard
4:20 p. m
4:30 p. m
102 Mees every Monday night at No. 7
6:35 p. m
7:00 p.
goods paying 100 per cent profit.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglat. avenue.at No. 9
Our little automatic stores get the
8 o'clock.
are
members
Visiting
business. A surprising! small inATTOUNEY8
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
vestment will start you in a prospresident; J. T. Buhter secretary;
HUNKER & HUNKER
C. H. Baily, treasurer.
perous business which has made
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunaj
others independent. Reserved your
Attorneys-at-Lahome town. Write today. U. S. MODERN WOODMEN OF
AMERICA
Las Vegas.
New Mextec
Automatic Sales
Co., Hellman
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
Building, Los Angeles.
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
DENTISTS
on the second and fourth Fridays
AGENTS Your address today means
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND. DENTIST
you're my agent next week earning
Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk.
Crockett Building.
Home
Address
$18 per day.
The
Visiting members are especially Office
Main 111
Telephone
Mfg. Co., South Greenfield, Mo.
welcome and cordially invited.
House Telephone
Main 1

Tri-Stat- e

tm

NUMBER, MAIN

CHAPTER
MASONS

LODGE

DORADO

Arrive

Wanted

n

F.-an-

NO. 2, A. F. &
Regular com-

Reg-.f3'ul-

i--

i

M.

TISEMENTS
Five cent per line each insertion. LAS VEGAS
COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary word to a line.
KNIGHTS
TEMPLAR
No ad to occupy less space than two
conclave
sec. d Tuea- lines. AC advertla mentt
charged
In each month at Ma
day
will be booked at space actually sat,
at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
sonic
without regard to number of words. ' KlnkeLTemple
C. ; Chas. Tamme, ReE.
In
advance preferred.
Cash
corder.

;

I

LODGE
A.

Texas-Oklahom- a

Tri-Stat- e

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

MT

Ken-Lav-

r

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BWY the particular thing Is worth moat

That property yon want to tell Is WORTH MOST i
would never
wbo reads the ads. in this newspaper and

f

lomeoae
hear ot

your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and ana rer ads. in this newspaper want (aM
books, automobiles, nsed machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical Instruments.

are anxious to pay cash for)

Aa the classified ads. are read by all possible buyets, of all
sible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best

pos-
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Your business and your city is by the use of correct business stationery. Tell your
business acquaintances in all parts of the country about Las Vegas' climate, people and
advantages by the use of envelopes and writing paper bearing views and information

x

regarding the community.
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LOCAL NEWS

DELICIOUS

Light automobile
o'clock tills evening.

FRESH GRATED HORSERADISH
Guaranteed to Bring the Tears

nd 25c PER BOTTLE

15

New Bunch Beets
New Bunch Turnips
New Bunch Carrots
New Bunch Radishes
New Bunch Onions
New Bunch Parsley

'

White Cauliflower
y
Head Lettuce
Spinach

"

H, STEARNS

J.

GROCER

OPTIC, SATURDAY, MARCH

PARISIAN
DRY CLEANERS

lamps at 6:47

525 SIXTH STREET

Try a dram ol Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

all classes ol Dry deta-

We do

in g in Ladies' and Men's goods,
Kid Clores, Laces, etc.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the Liobby, of course.

In

HATS CLEANED
AND BLOCKED

Adv.

We Call and Deliver

The Ladles' Guild of St. Paul's Memorial church will meet next
afternoon with Mrs. W. G. Benjamin, 519 Washington avenue.

PHONE MAIN

35

Frank H. H. Roberts, Jr., son of
"How to get rid of the house fly,'' is
the title of a lengthy editorial in the Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts president
Las Vegas Optic. Veto him, Padgett, of the New Mexico Normal Univer
sity, has been notified by Senator
old kid. Santa Fe New Mexican.
A. B. Fall that he has been appointThe Ladles' league of the First ed a student "at the United States
Presbyterian church will meet next naval college at Annapolis. Young
Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at Roberts, however, is too young to
the home of Mrs. Burch on Fifth take the examination. The rules of
the school require that a boy must
street
have passed his sixteenth birthday
"More gas Is used ,to produce the before trying to pass the entrance
1913 models sot Ford car than is con- examination. He is
student of the
sumed by the combined populations Normal University.
11

of Adrian, Albion, Bay City,
Monroe, Mt. Clemens, Pontiac,
The Business Men's Athletic ciub
Port Huron and Ypsilantl, Mich."
met last night in the armory and the
Ford Times. Adv
bunch of huskies that turned out
were put through some stiff practice.
On account of the recent reduction Hamilton directed
the work last
of forcec in all departments of the
night and calisthenics as well as
Santa Fe Railway company, R. W. boxing were put into use. About 150
Prentice, night chief dispatcher, will spectators were in attendance. Last
now also fill the position of night
night was the last occasion on which
yardmaster, and Mark Nelson, the
will be admitted. All
former night yardmaster, will be those
wishing to attend the future
foreman of engines.
meetings of the club must purchase
tickets. The Chavez-Hitbout will
Next Tuesday evening the Epworth be staged under the
management of
League of the Methodist church will this club March 20, and the same rule
give a College social in the league will apply to those who wish to atAn interesting time is
rooii's.
tend this affair.
The matricjlation fee will e
I.e. 'The members of the leagus aid
At as ession of the probate court
their friends km in.!1ed to be. rn.s
this morning, presided over by Judge
cni.- Adv.
Adelaido Tafoya, April 28 was set as
J.
B.
of
Members
Rosenwald Lodge the date for the probation of the laat
will and testament of the late Julian
543,
Independent Order of B'Nai
to
next Sandoval, who died on the evening
B'Rith, are looking forward
in of March 4. Upon his deathbed Mr.
when
have
vill
they
Thursday
their midst Jacob L. Lovie, president Sandovai requested that his wife,
of the District Grand Lodge of that Mrs. Celsa Salazar de Sandoval, and
order. A committee has arranged for his son, Andres Saudoval, be appoint
a meeting at the Temple on Thurs- ed administrators. This request was
with Dy the court and these
day evening at 8 o'clock and requests complied
persons were authorized to act temthe presence of all Jewish citizens.
porarily. They "put up bond of 7,- 00u.
Mr. Sandoval was a wealthy
Yesterday afternoon ft 2:15 o'clock
man,
being
possessed of large herds
26
years, died
Boydo Kauffman, aged
in his apartments. Mr Kauffman had of sheep and considerable real ana
been a resident of Las Vegas for only personal iiroperiy.
one month, coming here from Navar
United Slates Marshal Secundino
re, Kansas. He had been ill for the
last six months but not seriously un- Romero has decided that he made a
til yesterday afternoon. He is sur- wise choice when he purchased an
auto.
vived besides his wife, by his father, Abbott-Detroi- t
Last night
Jerome Kauffman, who arrived here shortly after
a'clock Mr. Romero
this afternoon. The body will he sent came driving into Las Vegas, having
to Navarre, Kansas. Until final ar- made the trip from Santa Fe during
rangements are made the body will the late afternoon and early evening.
be at the Las Vegas Undertaking He drove his ear
through muddy
roads, ha'if of the time guided only
company's establishment.
by the light from his powerful lamps.
An orchestra has been organized Mr. Romero says his machine never
by several boys of this city under gave him the least trouble. Mr. Rothe name of the Ragtime Orchestra. mero was accompanied home by his
It is under the direction of Walter wife. For the past week Mr. Romero
Kolbo. The boys are planning to play has been suffering rrom blood poisin public some time in the near fu- oning, a scratch upon his foot havture. The orchestra is as follows: ing developed itno a serious wound.
Walter Kolbo and Edward Johnson, He made his auto trip with his foot
first violins; Philip Callahan, first wrapped In cotton, but says he was
cornet; Paul Marselles, second cor able to push the old levers without
net; Philip Kolbo, cello; Howard much trouble. Mr. Romero's visit
Peterson, flute; Volney Paulsen, clari- here will be short.
net; Omar Barker, slide trombone;
Edward Meloney, drvms; Frederick
THE SANTA FE CONCERT.
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Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE

FROM

PASTEUR.IZED CREAM
ASK YOUR.

tiROCER.

SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
IT

A! The Home oi

tbe Best of Everything Eatable

JUST TO SEE WHAT HAPPENS

TRY

"I much prefer Steam Laun-

CHASE

l SANBOR.NS
Coffees or Tess
WHEN YOU AR-- E TIILED
Just Try

Bowen, piano.

All

Them-Tha- t's

dry service to home 'laundering, the color is better and
the clothes last longer."
ThlB Is the remark we hear
every day, and It pleases us
and repays us for the effort we
have made to bring our

Mil

DRY

Into popularity,

THE

GRAAF

& II AW

ij

AM

CO. STORE

V",

GOAL AUB...VJOQD

TRY US ONCE

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLES A L E AND RETAIL

n. vj. a on d on

Las Yeas Steam
Laundry
I'lioite ttUiii

61
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FROM THE SCHOOL

High School Notes.
Tuesday afternoon the pupils of
the High echool were entertained by
a short talk from Rev. Percy Silver.

He pointed out to them the many
mistakes
and
misunderstandings
which come from misconceptions of
the words of the En- " h language.
He told a good many HWe anecdotes
which made his points more clear
and much more interesting. His talk
was very much appreciated and
by a'4.
The High echool boys may be seen
every day that the weather is favorable playing baseball on trie field
adjoining1 the High school grounds.
They are practicing hardi and hope to
have a team this spring which will
be a credit to the school and to Las
Vegas. They are eagerly looking for
ward to some outside games which
nave been promised them.
Two weeks from tody will begin
the spring vacation for the public
schools. This vacation will begin on
the' twenty-firs- t
and close March 31.
The pupils are anxiously awaiting
this little vacation.

ON MARCH
COMMERCIAL
BIG

rooirm.

Tonight.
KimUl
fit.i-r-

Ikiiik;,

PonciTt

(it

You can

get that particular piece or kind of
furniture to come in this car at a
great saving to
you.
Any furniture ordered to come in this car is sold
on a very close basis, and with the low
freight
rate, you can save

25

per cent.

Let Us Have Your Orders Early

J. C. JOHNSEN

SON

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assasltaut Cashier.

E. D. Raynolda, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

WILL HOLD
FEED"
ON THAT DATE.

OF LAS VEGAS. N.

W. H. Stark, secretary of the Commercial club, has received the signs
that are to be placed odn the public
highways as soon as a decision is
reached in regard to the kind of
posts that are to be used. There
are SO of the signs and on each one
will be placed the number of miles
and the direction to Las Vegas.
The weekly luncheons that were
be
planned by the secretary will
started on Thursday
March 21, ac
cording to the present plans. This
afternoon Mr. Stark took a short trip
to the Hot Springs and other placet
of Interest in the surrounding country. Mr. Stark is especially interest
ed in the
of the Hot
Springs hotel, and while out there
this afternoon looked over the plant
and got as much information concerning it as possible for the benefit of
several people in the eastern states
who have written mm concerning the
of fhe
springs and the
t
hostelry.
Mr. Stark Is a firm believer in' the
saying of Abraham Lincoln: "I like
to see a man proud of the place in
which he lives; ! like to see a man
live in it so that his place will he
proud of him." He will work along
the line of the club's new motto
"For a Greater Las Vegas."
Harmony is tne Key to suecess, no
business can succeed without har
No commun
mony and
ity was ever built except by
toin and harmony. Be proud of the
place you 'live in. Boost, don't knock.
If you can't boost, keep still.

Capital,

$100,000

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits 535,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Couriesy and
Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Befivsite

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS

NO-L-

IN THE CAN

YE

"HUHTS QUALITY TRUITS':

A
x

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

I;

LYE-PEELE-

V

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" if you w&nt the highest

quality in canned fruits

At

j.

H. STEARNS
Z35E3BN3

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

Horseshoe pin set with bril
liants. Return to Optic and receive
reward.

LOST

What Constitutes a Sanitary Dairy?
ALL THESE TAKEN TOGETHER:

wasaasKiaaraa

Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Cooling and Aerating Apparatus.
Steam Sterilizing Outfit.
Healthy Cows.
Healthy People.
Strict Rules of Cleanliness.

Use The Best At
All Times

FERNDELL

Some four years ago we adopted the name

'

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
'
We did so because ve Believed

JAMS

PRESERVES

AND SUGAR

that then as now we were
conforming to the above main principles of modern dairyingdesigned to prevent the entrance of bacteria, xinto the
milk-- .

That we were righf, was proven in the government
of the next year (not made public at the time) in
which we scored the highest chiefly because our cooling and
bottling room was at the required distance from dwelling or
stable.
The very unsanitary y t very common condition of exposing milk to
the air of the dwelling house becomes more apparent when we consider
the power of milk to absorb the bacterias of disease and multiply them a
thousand fold In a few minutes. Almost every dwelling has disease bacteria of one kind or another in it some time or another. Then the dust and
odors from the cooking and living and sleeping rooms passing through the
doors into the attached milk room makes the cleanest dwelling not even a
clean place for milk until it is bottled and sealed.

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY

FRED E. COPBETT
Prep

South Pacific St.

Lrs

Veg&a

--

-

Phone Main

312

BOuCHER
'The Coffee Man

Hi"

Duncan

-

ii
W;

I

PURE FRUIT

The building will be open from 9
o'clock in the morning "titll 6 o'clock
AH members and
in the evening.
visitors cordially Invited to use the
rending and correspondence rooms.
All of the 'latest magazines and newspapers are on tap in ur reading

furniture

factories for a large car Shipment for Spring, to
arrive soon.

CLUB

Y.. M. C. A

4'

We are placing: orders with Eastern

21

Made"
4,

J OPPORTUNITY,

FIRST LUNCHEON

TOMORROW

at the

r

i

A GOLDEN

TV

-

"Just Like Home

Our new iresh hot air drving
is the only sanitary way of
drying clothes, then we iron
the flat pieces wash, dry and
iron the flat work.

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
S

The Fairmount College G'lee club
concert will Degin at 8:30 o'clock this
evening and ail seats will he reserved
until 9 o'clock. Secretary LeNoir of
the Y. M. C. A. requests that everybody be In his seat at the time the
concert begins so that the entertainment will not be disturbed or interrupted. The club arrived this afternoon on train No. 10 with the college
colors flying from the windows , of
Us car.. This concert promises to be
the best that has been given this
year by the Santa Fe and from the
present Indications it will be well attended as all the reserved seats had
been given out by 4 o'clock this

8, 1913.

VEHYBODY HEADS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

'

